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The Hawaii Ocean Resources Management Plan sets forth guiding principles and
overall recommendations for the State to
achieve comprehensire and integrated ocean
and coastal resources management The Plan
was mandated by Chapter 228. Hawaii Revised Statutes, and de,·eloped by the Hawaii
Ocean and Marine Resources Council.
In mid-1990. a planning team was organized to identifY critical issues. prepare technical papers and suggest policies and implementing actions. TI1e planning team conducted founeen public meetings statewide
to solicit communiry input on ocean and
coastal issues and ran technical workshops
with experts in each of ten resource sectors.
Existing State ocean and coastal programs.
activities, personnel and funding resources
together with related laws, rules, and regulations were sun·eyed. The information
gathered through th~ process was the basis
for preparing the Plan.

Sector papers focusing on Ocean research
and education. fisheries. harbors, ocean
recreation, marine ecosystem protection,
beaches and coast;Ii erosion. waste management. aquaculture. ocean energr, and marine minerals were prepared. Sununaries of
these papers. together ""ith seaor-specitk
policies and implementing actions, are included in the Plan. Complete sector papers
and the results of the St:tte ocean programs
survey are published separately in a Technical Supplement.
The extensive input provided by the public in preparation of the Plan revealed several critical concerns about the existing sectorspecific management of Hawaii"s ocean and
coasts by State and County agencies:

• The current system of managing ocean
and coastal resources is diffused among
State and Coun~- planning. management
and regulatory aaiYities. poorly coordinated and inadequate.
• E'{jsting mechanisms and procedures for
resolving ocean and coastal user and
regulatory contlicts are inadequate.

• Existing enforcement systems for ocean
use laws and regulations are inadequate.
• Public panicipation in and awareness of
ocean and coa..;;tal resources, as well as
their management, are lacking.
• Current ocean and coastal management
programs are reactive and issue-driven
rather than anticipatory.
Although a seam-specific approach was
deemed adequate for earlier planning efforts.
its weaknesses have become apparent Some
of the problems outlined above occur because a more integrated and comprehensive
management approach ~ required. Others
are due to a need for increased funding,
better information and a more proactive approach to resource management

Whatever the cause. the State needs an
in~~-~"~i~-~----~-~4 _ _Qy_namiZ' vi~(Q~'"_:o[q_~;~;;_:.
--·Jii3nagemem. This vision should rest on rwo
·guiding prinCiples: !) the critical need for
ocean and coastal conseJVation to guide the
States decisions and actions, and 2) the
functional nece&,il)' for an integrated approach to ocean management.

recognize the dynamic linkages among the
open ocean, nearshore, coastal and tenestrial environments. Managing this naturally
integrated ecosystem requires a strategy
which also is integrated. Ensuring that one
resoUrce management plan is consistent with
another is as essential as guaranteeing that
one resource use is compatible with another. Coordination between Federal, Stale,
County and private interests is necessary, as
is more effeaive public panicipation.
The policy guidance prescribed by the
in 1988 suppons Hawail's development and maintenance of a comprehensive, integrated management system that ensures the enhancement and sustairnnent of
its ocean and coastal resources:
Leg~lature

1 Exercise an ,!}J!ii111ll~!W11ElJ!l..~!llzi£ in

the use of Hawaii's ocean resources;
2. Encourage ocean resources development

which is environmental(v sound and economically beneficial:
3. Provide for efficient and coordinated
ocean resources and actimtles. management;

The Council has made stewardship a central theme of the Plan. Ocean stewardship
recognizes th:it the presem generation is
entrusted with the care and management of
the marine and coastal environment and
resources on behalf of generations yet to
come. Stewardship means recognizing that
there is a continuum of interu;ities of use
with some areas designated for preservation
and others for diff<:rent types and levels of
conservation and j~~stai-flabJe developm'iil£1
In adopting this cOn~ept, Hawaii is focusing
on an overall conservation ethic that encourages those rypes of ocean resource uses
that are enrironmentally sound as well as
economically beneficial.

-i. Assen the itlterest of this State as a panner

The State requires a comprehensive. integrated ocean policy and management
framework. as opposed to secmr-speciftc
ocean management plans. In developing
management guidelines tOr the ocean and
coastal areas of Hawaii, it is imponant to

The Plan closely adheres to these directives. The vision they represent could be
more fully realized with the implementation
of the following overall recommendations.

with federal agencies in the sound management of the ocean resozm:es within the
United States exclusive economic zone.:

5. Promote research. study. and understanding of ocean processes. marine life,
and other ocean resources to acquire the
scientific ilwentory infonnation necessary
to understand the impacts and relationship of ocean development activities to
ocean and coastal resources: and

6. Encourage research and

da~/opmet!l of r:
new. innovative marine technologies for
'\
exploration and 11/i/ization of ocean re- ,1
sources /§228-1. HRS/.

Integrated ocean and coastal resourceS
management requires a new governance

a

structure to implement the guiding principles. The public expressed great dissatisfaction with the status quo and felt that
something had to be done immediatelv to
improve ocean resources management. The
Council recommends that the Legislature establish an Office of Marine and Coastal Affairs in the Governor's Office similar to. but
separate from. the existing Office of State
Planning. The new Office would be the
cenual authority to perfonn such functions
as planning and policy development, interagency coordination, corrununication facili~

tation and conflict resolution.
A comprehensive management system
needs to combine a coordinated governance
structure with integrated sector, regional and

•

statewide plans as well as implement improved planning approaches. Thus, in addition to proposing a new governance
structure, the Council fonnulated management recommendations that are interrelated
and cut across all ocean sectors. The following
are priority recommendations thai can provide a foundation for all future marine and
coastal management activities in Hawaii.

• Implement a Regional Planning Approach.
Planning and managing ocean and coastal
resources and activities on a regional basis
embodies the concept of integrated ocean
and coastal resources management Rather

than addressing specific resource sectors
individually. this approach recognizes the
dyqamic links among marine, coastal and
terrestrial environments and promotes activities that reflect these linkages. A regional planning approach involves defining a specific area, developing a plan-

ning and management system that responds to the various social, culturaL
economic, environmental and physical
attributes unique to that area, while en~
suring compatibility among existing resource plans. A regional planning approach would not preclude or supersede
existing State and County planning and
management processes. but rarher would
be an extended component of these existing effons.

• Improve the Infonnation Base. Expand and
integrate existing marine and coastal resource and use data bases as part of all
planning processes.

• Establish Carrying Capacities. Incorporate social and environmental carrying
capacities into current planning methods.
Collaborate with County planning departments, relevant State agendes, uni~

versity and private plann.ing organizations
to develop a methodology for determining carrying capacity based on clear
management objectives .

• Develop Conflict Resolution Procedures.
Augment existing judicial and administrative procedures for resolving user and
regulatory conflicts by developing and
implementing (on a trial basis) alternative
dispute resolution methods.

• Eriforce Ocean Use i.au> and Regulations.
Strengthen the enforcement system for
ocean and coastal management

• Improve Public Participation. Increase
public education, awareness and participation in ocean and coastal resources
management.

• Anticipate Critical Issues. Institute an anticipatory program designed to identifv
emerging issues in ocean resources management. Such an effort should look for
potential oppoitUnities as well as potential problems. devising responses to each
which allow both for short-tenn mitigation and long-tenm solution

In addition to the overnll recommendations for a new governance structure and for

a comprehensive management system, policies and implementing actions for each of
the ten sectors are presented in the Plan.
These policies and actions recommend
changes in sector-specific program activities
and regulations and development of new
initiatives by the State. The Council has not
anempted to set priorities among these recommendations, nor had sufficient time to
determine ff they are mutually exclusive or
in conflict with one another. It would become the responsibility of the new Office of
Marine and Coastal Affairs to evaluate and
prioritize the recommendations in conjunction with the designated agencies.
Work plans to implement both the priori[V
and the sector-specific recommendations will
be required. The designated agencies are
expected to take the initiative in making
program adjustments, instituting new programs and drnfting legislation in order to
address the recommendations pertaining to
each agency. These activities should be coordinated "ith affected Federal, State and
County agencies. The Office of Marine and
Coastal Affairs would coordinate these effons
and implement any recommendations unrelated to the activities of the other agencies.

The Council is comfX'5"'1 of eleven voting membeiS.
including 6 ex-Dilicio membeiS and 5 membeiS appointed by the Governor to represent commercial.
recreational. environmental and research interests.
The Council members are:
Roger A. Ulveling, Chairperson
Director. Department of Business,
Economic Development and Toudsm
Murray E. Towill. Vice-Chairperson
Deputy Direcmr,

Office of State Planning
Keith Alme. Deputy Director.
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Calvin M. Tsuda, Deputy Director
for Harbors, Depanment of
Transportation

Bruce S. Anderson, Deputy Director
for Environmental Programs,

Department of Health
C. Barry Raleigh, Dean, School of
Ocean and Eanh Science and Technology
University of Hawaii at Manoa

Terry G. O'Halloran, President.
The Ocean Recreation Council of Hawaii
(recreational interest)

Frank K. Goto, General Manager,
United Fishing Agency
(commercial interest)
David F. Padgett
(commercial interest)

J. Dave Raney
(environment!l interest)

Richard S. Shomurn
(research interest)

Council Staff
Craig D. MacDonald. Project Manager
Athline M. Clark
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The foUowing government agendes and organizati0ll5 provided
information and recommendations
in developing the Hawaii Ocean
Resoun:es Management Plan. Individual partidpaniS are listed in
the Technical Supplement that is
published separnte!y.
GOVERNMENT AGENCIFS
Federal Ljajsons
U. S. Anny Corps ofEngineers,
Pacific Ocean Division
U. S. Coast Guard. Fourteenth
District
U. S. Navy, Pacific Fleet
U. S. Department of
Conunerce.
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National Marine Fisheries
Service
U. S. Department of the

Department of Budget and
Finance

Department of Education
Office of State Planning
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
UniversitY of Hawaii

Cooperating County
Agencies
City and County of Honolulu
Department of General
Planning
Department of Parks and
Recreation

Department of Public \Vorks
County of Maui
L<!partmen/ of Human
Concerns

Department of Parks and
Recreation

Western Pacific Regional
Fishety Management Council

Planning Department
County of Kauai
Department of &anomie
Developmel!t
L<!panment of Public \Vork<
Pianmng Commission
Planning L<!partment
County of Hawati
Department of Parks and
Recreation
Department of Research
and Development
Planning Department

Cooperating State Agencies

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

Department of Agriculture
Department of Transportation,

Conservation Groups

Interior.
Environmental Seroices
Division

Geological Suroey
Minerals ,\lanagement
Seroice

Fish and \Vildlife SenJJce
National Pam Seroice. Pacific
An.>a

Harbors Division

Department of Land and
Naturnl Resources
Depanmem of Health
Department of Business,
Economic Development
and Tourism

Blue Ocean Preservation

Society
Greenpeace Hawaii

Kilauea Point Group
Life of the Land

Malama Na ra
Nature Conservancy of Hawaii
Namral Resources Defense
Council

North Kohala Coast
Preservation Group

Dashiell Planning Services
OHM. Inc.
LGafft\ev and Associates, Inc.
Hanohano Enterprises
Dredging &
Construction Co.

Hal'~iian

Pacific Whale Foundation
Sierra Club

Hawaiian Electric Company
Hawaiian Island Seafanus
Kahuku Prnwn Co.

Non-Profit Organizations

Kinnetic Laboratories

Ala Wai Boat Harbor
Committee

Atlapac Fishing Club
American Canoe Association

East-West Center
Hawaii Chamber of
Commerce

Hawaii Fishing Coalition
Hawaii Yacht Racing
Association

Hawaiian International Billfish
Association
Kawaihae Boaters Association
Maui Boardsailing Association
The Ocean Recreation Council
of Hawaii
Oceanic Institute

Public Access Shoreline
Hawaii
Royal Hawaii Ocean Racing

Club
Waikiki Improvement
Association

Businesses

AECOS. Inc.
Alcantara & Frnme
Ala Wai Marine, Ltd.
Amorient Aquafann. Inc.
Captain Zodiac Raft
Expeditions
Leo A. Daley

Ko Olina Reson
KRF lnfonnation Services
Lacava Planning, Inc.
Lahaina Diven;, Inc.
M & E Pacific, Inc.
Makai
Ocean Engineering, Inc.
/
vMillson Navigation Company
Maui Economic Opportunity,
Inc.
Nonh Bay Boating Club
Ocean lnnov'ators

Oceanit Labs, Inc.
Pacific Fisheries Consultants
Pacific Marine
Pacitlc Ocean Produce,;
Parndise Cruises. Ltd.
SeaCulture. Inc.
Sea Life Park
Recognition
We are grnteful for early comments on this planning effort
and the abiding interest of
Charles Keever, on the staff of
the Chairman. Senate Agriculture. Energy and Ocean Resoun:es Conunirree, Hawaii State
Legislature, who served as liaison between the Council and
the Legislature during prepara·
tion of the Plan.
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INTRODUCTION
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Hawaii is a place unique and so appealing that millions of people from all parts of
the globe are drawn to its shores each year.
It is a breathtakingly beautiful stling of subtropical islands bathed by tradewinds in the
center of the world's largeS! ocean, remote
from continemal influences. Its ancient

people carried out discovery and migration
on one of the greatest scales known in
maritime history. Emerging from this ancient
tradition of marine exploration, its culture

and lifestyles are wedded to the ocean.
Many of its plants and animals are known
nowhere else.

II

Yet, Hawau is much more tban the land
and nemhore waten; of its populated islands. Hawail's archipelago extends 1,523
miles within a zone of deep, pristine ocean
harboring an abundance of natural resources.
Its surrounding Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) encompasses 922.%7 square miles
(697,000 sq. nm). With the addition of the
EEZ, Hawaii has become the second largest
state in the United Stares. Hawaii's current

challenge is to acknowledge and fully comprehend the enonnity of its ocean and coastal
resources. and to develop an effedive management regime to care for them. The possibilities these resources represent for human benefit and enjoyment are extraordi-

nary. So too is the responsibility for using
them wisely and passing them on to future
generations.
In 1988, the Hawaii Slate Legislature,
through Act 235 {Chapter 228, Hawaii Revised Statutes), the Ocean Resources Management Act. created the Hawaii Ocean

,?~v1 ~'.•,,

..:1';,,.

;Ao';;',

:..,'

'Je';.';d,~~"'"Jif

Resources Management Program. The Legislature recognized that although many government agencies have responsibilities for
different ocean and coastal resources and
uses, Hawaii had not yet developed a coordinated and consistent ocean policy framework. In addition, changing legal boundaries of State and national waten; provide
Hawail with the opportunity and responsibility to assert its interest as a partner with
Federal agencies in managing ocean resources W.dlin 200 miles of the coaS!.
The purpose of this Program is to develop a comprehensive and integrated
framework for managing the State's ocean
and coaS!al uses and resources. To implement the Program, Act 235 es!ablished the
Hawali Ocean and Marine Resources Council and charged it with developing an Ocean
Resources Management Plan by 1991. The
boundaries addressed by the Plan are from
the coastal zone out ro the limit of the ZOOmile EEZ.
The Ocean Resources Management Plan
is intended as a statement of Hawau·s commiunent to nurture its ocean and coastal

resources and protect their quality and diven;ity. The Plan focuses on integrating the
management of these resources and emphasizes the importance of the ocean and coas!al
interface. It acknowledges that activities occurring on land directly Impact the health
and vitality of the ocean environment. Finally, it is an acknowledgment of the increasing and changing uses of ocean and
coas!al resources, and a pledge to anticipate
and properly respond to these changes.

.The Plan is rhe result of seven months of
intensive work. People representing many
diverse and sometimes conflicting interesrs

have participated in its framing, writing and
review. The diversiry of imeresrs - and the

intensity with which views are held - have
sometimes made it difficult to establish a
consensus and clearly aniculate it. The resulting document is but the flfSt srep towards
integrated ocean management. Yet, the Plan's
recommendations should make ir possible ro

achieve increased consensus abom how
Hawaii's ocean resources and activities can
best be managed and to design more specific
mechanisms to carry out that consensus.
A. PlANNING PROCESS

A plantting ream consisting of Council
staff and consultants! was organized to iden~
tify critical issues, prepare technical papers,
suggest policy options. and drafi the Plan for
consideration

by the Council. Using previous

policy documents. the planning team synthesized a master list of issues critical to
ocean management. This list was circulated
for public input at seven public meetings
covering all of the Counties.
The planning team gathered extensive
documentation and interviewed relevant govemment, industry, and research expens to
prepare .technical papers on ten planning
sectors, e.g. ftsheries, ocean recreation. Each
sector paper described the existing resource
or aaivity, reviewed related State, County.
and Federal regulatmy regimes, and identified current management issues. Commentary

summarized from the public meetings was
inciuded in relevant sector papers. Each technical paper concluded with an initial drafi of
policy options and actions responding to the
issues identified.

In the process of gathering the data and
background documentation for these technical papers, the planning team identified expens whose commentary would improve and
erinch the technical explanations and policy
suggestions. Ten facilitated meetings were
held to collect feediYJck from these expens in
small group discussions. The planning team
subsequently revised policy recommendations
and prepared summaries for each sector. The
sector papers are published in a Technical
Supplement.
From the public and expert commentaries, the planning team identified the major
issues to be addressed in developing an overall approach to ocean management. A drafi
Ocean Resources Management Plan was developed which included a statement of the
major challenges facing the State. a description of the guiding principles to be adopted.

B. PUBliC NOTICE AND INVOLVEMENT

The plantting team made extensive effollS
to collect and include public concents in the
drafi plan2. Invitations and infonnation regarding the planning process were mailed to
over 1.200 people listed in the 1988-89 Marine Din?Ctory. More than 300 mailings were
sent to schoois. clubs. and community groups
garnered from State agency lists. suggestions
by community leaders. and government contacts. And. more than 300 Federal liaison staff,
Countv staff. Legislature members. and interested citizens received direct mailings. Over

900 people attended the public workshops
and expert working groups. Media contacts
included 150 press releases. paid radio and
newspaper advenisemenrs via Mid Week, the
Hawaii Newspaper Agency, Neighbor Island
papers, and 16 radio stations.

Twelve hundred copies of the drafi plan
were mailed out to individuals who participated in public meetings or technical workshops. relevant Federal. State and County
agencies and were placed in all libraries statewide in order to provide the public with the
reconunendation of governance options for a opportunitv to read and comment. Every ef·
more integrated approach to ocean manage· fort was made to incorporate their sugges~
mem. and the sector sununaries. After review tions into the final Plan. and to communicate
and revision by the Council. the drafi plan to those who participated that their suggeswas released for public input and comment. tions were appreciated and considered. Background to the planning process is provided in
To aid in gathering public opinion regarding the draft plan, another round of seven Appendix L
statewide public meetings was held. The
comments elicited from these meetings were
included in the final Plan prior to its submission to the 1991 State Legislature.

I

Consultants included the Universily of Hawaii's Depamnent
ofUrban and Regional Planning and Social Scienre Research
lnstirute, together widi private seaor expens.

2 Public meetings were facilitated and coordinated by the State
Judiciary's Center for AheiT\lltive Dispute Resolution and the
Univer.>iry of Hawaii's Sea Gram Extension Servke.
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ences to the use and management of hoth the
land and sea. The traditional ahupua a system divided land and marine resources into

and increased efforts by both the State and
Federal governments to regulate proximity to
the whales by hoat vieweiS, While these conflicts occur in the water, land-based activities

discrete management areas, providing a ration-

also can affect ocean and coastal resources.

al method for managing Hawaii's natural resources thai remains in limited use today. As
the Tenitory of Hawaii developed into a major
producer and exporter of sugar and pineapple, greater emphasis was placed on land
resources. By 1961, increasing pressure from
economic expansion and demographic growth
on the limited land resources prompted the
nation's newest state to adopt the most comprehensive land use law in the country.

Runoff from urban and agricultural areas.
waste disposal practices (including throwaway plastics) and shoreline structures can
damage narural resources and limit recreational opponunities.

Hawaiian history is replete with refer-

The pressure of growth has not abated.
Rising resident and visitor populations, in-

•

creasing affluence, and changes in consumption panems have intensified the demands on
Hawaii's resources. New kinds of recreational

water sports, food and energy production
and waterborne transportation are being conducted wilh increasing imensiry in areas
previously occupied by more traditional uses.
such as swirruning, surfing and fishing. In
addition, rapidly developing marine technologies look promising for tapping new resources and using traditional ones more efficiendy. These new and expanded opponunities and higher levels of use have led to
increased competition and conflicts.
Some of the current ocean conflicts are
long-standing disputes among sometimes incompatible user groups. For example, conflicts wax and wane between ocean-going
canoes and swimmeiS at certain beach parks,
and between surfeiS and boatelS at other
sites. More recendy, jetskis have come to be
regarded as a major safety threat to hoateiS
and swimmers. Controversies over the use of

public resources for private purposes or economic gain have also emerged In addition.
some commercial a~riyities can adversely
impact upon natural resources. \\:'hale watching has grown into asubstantial commercial
enterprise, but also has led to public outcry

A. OCEAN MANAGEMENT 1Nfi1ATIVES -

1969 to 1985
State initiatives in managing ocean resources began in 1969 when the Governor's
Task Furce on Oceanography undertook a
comprehensive examination of Ha?~aii's ma-

rine affairs and published Hawaii and the Sea
-A Plan for State Action. In response to one
of the 22 maior recommendations highlighted
in the report, a Marine Affairs Coordinator's

Office was created in the Governor's Office in
1970. In 1973, the Governor's Advisory Committee on Science and Technology undertook
another comprehensive review of the technical, economic and political environment for
marine affairs in the State. Hawaii and the
Sea- 1974 was published the following year.
In 1977, Hawaii's Coastal Zone Management
(CZM) Program was created and subsequently
approved by the U.S. Department of Commen:e in 1978. CZM sought to fulfill its ocean
management role by initiating a comprehensive ocean management planning process
during the early 1980's. The State of Hawaii
Ocean Management Plan was prepared and
dislributed in 1985, but was difficult to implement. and therefore never fully adopted or
funded.
Since publishing the fiiSt Hawaii and the
Sea report. the State has progressed signiflcandy in the development, use and management of its ocean resources. A number of
important marine-related programs and plans
have been developed to address issues of
ocean thermal energy conversion, fisheries.

aquaculture, ocean mining, ocean recreation
and ocean research and development. In most
cases. however, attention is directed w specific resources or activities, whereas responsibility for their management is frequently
scattered among agencies without adequate
coordination.

Hawaii has addressed most of its ocean
issues on an ad hoc and episodic basis over
the past two decades. However, answeiS to
the more fundamental issues of State ocean
management have proven more challenging:
How can economic activities best be balanced with resource protection? How should
use conflicts be managed? Where and when
should commen:ial uses of public resources
be permined? Effective management to resolve these questions fl1Us~ consider the
growing diveiSity of public and private ocean
interests as well as the ·evolving role of government in ocean resources development.
B. CONTINUING NEED FOR OCEAN

MANAGEMENT
In the past. the sector-specific approach
to ocean management v.ras adequate. Marine
and coastal activities were more limited and
ocean activities were not among the State's
econontic and political priorities. However,
Hawaii's marine industries have recently
emerged as important components of the
State's economy. Expanded resoun:e oppor'
tunities and responsibilities have also resulted
from changed legal boundaries of State and
national wateiS. Combined, these new developments have raised ocean and coastal issues
to a higher position on the public agenda.

Change in Economic Structure

Historically. Hawaii's economy has been
dominated by agriculrure (primarily sugar and
pineapple). tourism and federal expenditure&
However. plantation agriculrure, which accounted for 11 percent of gross state product
-in 1967, now amounts to ahout three pen:em,
and federal expenditures (both mflitary and

civilian) also have declined. from 28 percent
in 1%7 to about 25 percent. Tourism dominates Hawaii's economy. In 1989, the most
recent year for which data are available.
Hawaii hosted 6.6 million visi<OIS who spem
510.2 billion. accounting for almost 40 percent of gross sta<e product that year lOBED,
1990).
Because tourism is vulnerable to international economic forces and shifting tastes.
economic diversification is a constant theme
and one of the major forces mOlivating

Hawaii's interest in the ocean. Hawaii's ocean
industries - aquaculrure. fisheries. seafood

marketing, ocean research and development
recreation and the maritime industry -

generated 5893 million in revenues and
accounted for 10,000 jobs in 1986
(MacDonald and Deese, 19891. Although this
represents abom only five percent of gross
>tate product, taken together. ocean industries have surpassed all agriculture production and manufacturing in terms of economic importance to the State. In addition.
they grew at an average annual rate of 11

percent from 1981 to 1986. compared to a
growth mte of 6.6 percent for gross smte
product. Revenues for 1990 are projected to
be S!.4 billion (ibidl.
Change in I.egal Regime
In addition to the economic growth of
ocean industries. the 1980s have seen significant changes in ocean jurisdiction and
governance. The band of ocean lying seaward of the shoreline out to three nautical
miles comprises the "old' territorial sea.
Within these wateiS. the State retains direct
management control over re~ources and

activities. A Presidential Proclamation dated
December 27, 1988. extended the U.S. territorial sea from 3 to 12 miles offshore. The
Proclamation specified that extension of the
territorial sea did not extend jurisdiction of
any existing Federal or State law or the
rights. legal interests and obligations therefrom derived. Nonetheless, the authority of

the President to override existing Federal

laws which defme jurisdictional boundaries
using the term ..territorial

sea~

has been

questioned. Thus. the nature of State and
Federal jur~diction within the 3- to 12-mile
band is still being debated at the national
level.
The Presidential Proclamation esmblishing the na<ion's 200-mile Exclusive Economic
Zone <EEZl in 1983 changed the management and use of resources within this area
from an international to a domestic issue.
The conservation. exploration and developmem of EEZ resources are now the shared

concern of the Federal and State governments. As a result. Hawaii has a range of
interests regarding activities in this zone. In
November 1988, Hawaii's voters overwhelmingly approved an amendment to the
State Constitmion that clearly asserts Hawaii's
rights and interests in the EEZ. This clear
ankulation of Hawaii's ocean management
authority and responsibility in the State's
Constitution requires incorporation of the

EEZ into the State's ocean regime.
The Territorial Sea and the EEZ Proclama~ons

have significant consequences for

domestic ocean and coastal resources management. In addition. the rapidly expanding
array of ocean resource use opportunities,

and their accompanying and often conflicting demands, increase the need for a seaward dimension to existing land-based planning activities. Appendix ll diagrams the major ocean and coastal responsibilities in Hawaii. Continuous and improved coordination

of government and private roles and responsibilities is essential. as is a broad, comprehensive effort to identify problems and to
prioritize ocean management needs.

Thirty year.; ago, the S<ate fashioned and
adopted the most complete land use management system in the nation. Preparing an
effective and broadly supported ocean resources management program is as

neces~

sary and timely now as was the preparation

of that land use management program three
decades ago. Todav. Hawaii's challenge ~
to comprehensively and successfully manage our ocean.

C. ENACIMENT OF TilE OCEAN
RFSOURCES MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

Increasing demanda and conflicts bave
raised the awareness of Hawaii's citizens
and government abom the need for effective
ocean resources management At the same
time. new opportUnities for economic growth

and diversification, as well as increasing
management responsibilities. are occurring.

The policies of the Hawaii State Plan (Chapter 226, Hawaii Revised Statutes) underlie
the State's approach to management and
development of its ocean resources.
In creating the Ocean Resources Management Act and establ~hing the Hawaii
Ocean and Marine Resources Council, the

1988 Leg~lamre provided the opportunity
and leverage for policy sening and interagency and inter~govemmental coordination
to a degree that had not previously been
possible. However. the Council and this
planning process have also had to address

complex issues of resources management.
user conflicts and jurisdictional gaps and
overlaps to a far greater extent than previ-

ously required of any single agency.
With the 1985 State of Hawaii Ocean
Management Plan as its smning point. the
Council has developed an Ocean Resources
Management Plan in which the guiding principles of ocean and coastal consetvation and

integrated ocean management recommend
an improved governance structUre and planning approach. The Plan has been devised
specifically to address five critical ocean and
coastal resource problems, and to better
anticipate and ameliorate potential problems.
These five problems are outlined in the next
section.
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Over the years, Hawau has developed a
complex ocean and coastal management
system. State and Councy agencies consuuct
facilities such as boat launch ramps, provide
incentives to emerging ocean industries such
as aquaculture. and regulate fishing and other
resource use adivities. Agency personnel
engage in a wide variety of planning, management and marketing activities. For ex~
ample, they organize workshops on coastal
tourism. produce promotional brochures on

Hawaii's seafood, develop fish attraction
devices and suiVey seabirds. The mnge of
management activities is enormous. the

number of people participating in ocean
activities is considerable. and the manage~
mem costs are substantial. As ocean indusUies grow in economic importance, the stakes
are becoming higher.

A. GUIDING PRINCIPLES

In ancient Hawaii the ocean claimed a
role in every aspect of life. It provided food.
routes for communication and transpo~. and
was an endless arena for play. Even then.
Hawaiians recognized that different beaches
and waters were suited to different purposes
and used their knowledge and i&lpu systems
to influence what activities occurred where.
The ocean also has always been a source of
spiritual replenishment, solace and quiet
contemplation. Today, new technologies
make it possible to develop the ocean responsibly. Yet, we must be certain to protect
1

In the past. most of Hawaii's ocean
management efforts have focused on specific ocean sectors, resources and activities
such as fisheries. recreation and energy. This
approach mirrors the way most people think
about ocean resources and activities. Yet,
the extensive input provided by the public
in preparation of this Plan revealed several
critical concerns about the existing sectorspecific management of Hawaii's ocean and
coasts by State and County agencies:
• The current system of managing ocean
and coastal resources is diffused among
State and County' planning, management
and regulatory activities, poorly coordinated and inadequate.
• Existing mechanisms and procedures for
resolving ocean and coastal User and
regulatory conflicts are inadequate.

and conserve precious and irreplaceable
resources as we seek to realize opportunities.
A5 more anention and activity are focused seaward, government must anticipate
and manage change. Ocean management
must take the long view. Ocean resources
are a public trust and must be treated as
such. Government must act as a knowledgeable steward that nurtures these resources
and provides for their long-term sustainment.
However. ocean management- will require
more than government corruniunent. Effective ocean management also requires com-

• Existing enforcement systems for ocean
use laws and regulations are inadequate.

• Public pa~icipation in and awareness of
ocean and coastal resources, as well as
their management, are lacking.
• Current ocean and coastal management
programs are reactive and issue-driven
rather than anticipatory.

Although a sector-specific approach was
deemed adequate for earlier planning efforts, its weaknesses have become apparent.
Some of the problems outlined above occur
because a more integrated and comprehensive management approach is required.
Others are due to a need for increased
funding, better infonnation and a more
proactive approach to resource management.

munity and private sector understanding,
cooperation and suppon. Although based
on the public purpose and sensitive to lifestyle
preferences and values, ocean management
demands that these groups work together to
ensure wise and appropriate use of Hawati's
ocean and coastal resources.
The State of Hawati needs a dynamic
vision of ocean management. Technological
innovations are accelerating social and environmental change. Strong State ocean management must not only respond rapidly to
opportunities and problems in ocean and
coastal zones, it must anticipate them. Plans

which compile goals into a static end~state may become obsolete
in the face of change. Both a fundamental sense of responsibility
and an appreciation of the ocean's inherent worth are required.
Consequently, this vision of Hawaii's ocean management rests on
two guiding principles: 1) the critical need for conservation to
guide the State's decisions and actions, and 2) the functional
necessity for an integrated approach.
Ocean and Coastal Conservation

The Hawaii Ocean and Marine Resources Council has made
stewardship a central theme of the Plan. Ocean stewardship
recognizes that the present generation is entrusted with the care
and management of the marine and coastal environment and
resources on behalf of generations yet to come. Stewardship
means recognizing that there is a continuum of intensities of use,
with some areas designated for preseJVation and others for different
types and levels of conservation and development. Stewardship
must balance resource allocation for sustainable development with
conservation through an anticipatory and proactive approach. In
adopting this concept, Hawaii is focusing on an overall conseJVation
ethic that encourages those types of ocean resource uses that are
environmentally sound as well as economically beneficiaL
Sustainable development builds on the concept of conservation. The International Union for the Consetvation of Nature and
Narural Resources (IUCN) defined conservation, in their authoritative 1980 World Conseroation Strategy, as the management of the
biosphere so as to yield the greatest benefit to present generations
without reducing its potential to provide fOr the needs of future
generations. Sustainable development means development done
in a manner which maintains or prolongs the productive use of
resources and the integrity of the resource base. Recognizing that
economic development will occur in some areas where appropri~
ate, Hawqii's stewardship approach identifies the need for social
and environmental carrying capacities to defme limitations and
guide this development.
Conservation also means that in the wise use of ocean resources
the essential integrity, diversity and productivity of marine and
coastal communities and their habitats are maintained or, where
necessacy, restored. This also means identifying areas where
unique or endangered species or resources occur and setting aside
these areas as sites where special precautions must be taken. This
commitment to long-term environmental quality will have immediate
costs. Implementation of these management guidelines will require
strong political will by government as well as better understanding
and suppon by the general public and the private sector.
Integrated Ocean Management
In developing management guidelines for the ocean and coastal
areas of Hawaii, it is important to recognize the dynamic link:lges
among the open ocean, nearshore, coastal and terrestrial envi~
ronments. These environments are intercOimected through ocean
currents, wind and runoff, exchange of nutrients, and movement
of flora and fauna. Managing this narura!ly integrated ecosystem
requires a strategy which also is integrated. Ensuring that one
resource management plan is consistent with another is as essential
as guaranteeing that one resource use is compatible with another.
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However, Hawaii's ocean management
effons to date have focused on specific ocean
sectors, resources and activities. These ef~
fans have been characterized by weaknesses
associated with a sector-specific approach to
ocean and coastal managemem - overlapping judsdictions and authodties, conflicting
uses and activities, and uncoordinated de~
velopment and management efforts. The
coordination between Federal, State, County,
public, and private interests is necessary to
achieve integrated ocean management. A
critical link in this coordination is more effective public participation.
B. SfATIITORY DJRE010N
The policy guidance prescdbed by the
Legislature in 1988 supportS Hawali's development and maintenance of a comprehen-

sive, integrated management system that
ensures the enhancement and sustainment
of its ocean and coastal resources:
1. Exercise an overall conservation ethic in
the use of Hawaii~ ocean resources;
2. Encourage ocean resources development
which is environmentally sound and
economically beneficial;
3. Provide for efficient and coordinated
ocean resources and activities manage~
ment;
4. Assen the interest of this State as a partner with federal agencies in the sound
management of the ocean resources
within the United States exclusive eco-

and other ocean resources to acquire the
scientific inventory information necessary
to under.;tand the impacts and relationship of ocean development activities to
ocean and coastal resource~; and
6. Encourage research and development of
new, innovative marine technologies for
exploration and utilization of ocean resources {§228-1, HRS].

The Plan closely adheres to these directives. The vision they represent could be more
fully realized with the implementation of the
following overall recommendations.

nomic zone;
5. Promote research, study, and understanding of ocean processes, marine life,

lfl
The 1988 Legislature took a VISIOnary
step toward ensuring the long-tenn conservation of Hawairs ocean and coastal resources by establishing the Council and
tasking it with the development of an integrated ocean management plan. The Council is ptoposing a set of overall recommendations to address the problems identified
earlier in this document (section IV). The
Council considers these overall recommendations to be the steps necessary to achieve
an integrated ocean management structure.
Such a structure must provide for the continual updating and amendment of the Plan
to meet new needs.
The Pian provides the State with a blueprint for building this management strucrure
and an approach for coordinating management tasks. While this blueprint suggests
changes in laws, organizational arrangements,
allocation of fmancial resources and administrative procedures, the proposed approach
focU!Ses on strategies for managing ocean
and coastal areas and U!Ses rather than specific resources. The recommendations,
therefore, begin by supporting legislative
establishment of a new organizational entity

to oversee marine and coastal affairs.
Creating this entity is the crucial first step
to enhanced management of Hawaii's ocean
resources. The principles of ocean and coastal
conservation and integrated management will
guide the work of State government in addressing ocean issues. Once created, this
management agency will be responsible for
drafting specific work plans to implement
the priority recommendations outlined later
in this section. These work plans will be
closely coordinated with the activities of
relevant Federal, State and County agencies.
A list of acronyms for government agencies is presented in Appendix III. A matrix of
Hawali's current ocean programs by agency
and management activity is presented in
Appendix IV.
A. NEW GOVERNANCE SfRUCTI.JRE

Several organizational options for improving State governance of ocean and
coastal resources management were developed. The recommendation listed below is
the one being proposed to the Governor

and the Legislature. All of the options were
evaluated based on a set of four criteria:
paiicy integration, operational coordination,
leadership, and feasibility (see Appendix V).
The following recommendation places
policy integration and coordination for ocean
resources management in the Governor's
Office. The strength of this option is that it
gives more starure and visibility to ocean
and coastal management and allows for more
coordination, communication, policy inte·
gration and conflict resolution capability than
is currently the case. Establishment would
be Jess disruptive administratively, be accomplished in Jess time, and be Jess costly
than the creation of a new department (which
also was considered as noted below).
Recommendation
dlffice of Marine and Coastal Affairs.
,Establish an Office of Marine and Coastal
: Affairs in the Governor's Office similar to,
' but separate from, the existing Office of
State Planning (OSP). The Office would be
the central authority to perlorm such functions as planning and policy development,
': inter-agency. coordination, communications

facilitation and conflict resolution. Such an
office would be responsible for developing
and implementing an annual ocean and
coastal agenda. The Office also would be
responsible for coordinating ocean and
coastal education activities and coordinating
EEZ issues with the line and staff agencies.
This proposal would transfer all ocean and
coastal programs from OSP to the new Office of Manne and Coastal Affairs. All other
ocean-related line and staff functions such
as resource development, enforcement, harbors management, etc. would remain distributed among the existing departments.
This would keep functions in the agencies
with the approprtate special expertise and
jurisdiction.

The Council also recommends that this
new Office shall have an advisory board
with strong public participation which in·
eludes County membership. In addition, the
Council supports any mechanism that resolves jurisdictional conflicts between departments. In particular, the Council supports a re-evaluation of the transfer of boating enforcement functions to the Department
of Public Safety in favor of keeping these
enforcement activities with the Boating
Branch and transferring the Branch intact
with the Coastal Areas Program to D!NR.
Major Options Considered

The following three options also were
evaluated, but are not proposed at this time.

Deputy Director of Marine Affairs - Office
of State Planning. This option would have
established a Deputy Director's position for
marine affairs in OSP in the Governor's Office. The primary functions perfonmed by
this Deputy Director would have been plan·
ning, coordination and conflict resolution.
Placement in OSP would not provide the
desired prominence and focus on oceans
that is needed.
Deputy Director of Marine Affairs · Depattment of Land and Natural Resources.
This option would have established a Deputy
Director's position for ocean and coastal
management in the Department of Land and
Narural Resources. The public did not support this option. Adding oceans to this large
land-based agency did not receive support
from agencies or the Council either. Man·
agement of the oceans would not gain in
focus or starure with this option.

Department of Marine and Coastal Affairs. The department would have consolidated the following management functions:
• Policy and planning
• Habitat conservation
Ocean resources development
• Enforcement and public education
• Aquatic resources management

• Bearing and water safety
These functions would have incorporated,
but would not have been limited to, existing
programs 'in various departments, e.g.
aquaculrure and fisheries, coastal zone management, etc.
The public expressed great dissatisfaction with the starus quo and generally felt
that something had to be done immediately
to improve ocean resources management.
The Council gave serious consideration to
the public's support for a new Department
of Marine and Coastal Affairs. The Council
recognizes that a change from the status quo
is appropriate, but felt that the priority need
was for effective change that could be accomplished in the near-term. A new Depart·
ment might not subsume all functions or
resolve all jurisdictiona: problems. The
Council has taken the public's concern into
account in recommending an Office of Marine and Coastal Affairs to increase governmental responsiveness to ocean and coastal
issues.
B. PRIORITY OCEAN MANAGEMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS

A comprehensive management system
needs to include a coordinated governance
structure, integrated sector, regional and
statewide plans and the implementation of
improved planning approaches. Thus, in addition to proposing a new governance struc·
rure, the Council developed priority management recommendations that cut across
all ocean sectors. Existing State and County
plans should be coordinated with these recommendations and be reviewed to identify
commonalties, gaps and inconsistencies and
to detenmine ways in which they can be
better integrated. Long-tenm planning exer·cises which take into account a range of
possible furure geologic, climatic, societal
and technological changes also should be
considered as a pan of the plan integration
process.

The following priority recommendations
are interrelated and should fonm the basis
for Hawaii's marine and coastal management activities:
• Implement a regional planning
approach;
• Improve the infonmation base;
• Establish carrying capacities;
• Develop conflict resolution
procedures;
• Improve enforcement;

• Improve public participation
programs; and,
• Anticipate critical issues.

With the guiding prtnciples as a founda·
tion, the new Office of Marine and Coastal
Affairs would become the lead agency responsible for overseeing the implementation of the priority recommendations. Details
of the recommendations are given below.
• Implement a Regional Planning Approach. Plarming and managing ocean and
coastal resources and activities on a regiOnal
basis embodies the concept of integrated
ocean and coastal resources management.
Rather than addressing specific_ resource
sectors individually, this approach recognizes the dynamic links among marine,
coastal and terrestrial environments and
promotes activities that reflect these link·
ages. A regional plarming approach involves
defming a specific area, developing a planning and management system that responds
to the various social, cultural~ economic!
envirortmental and physical attributes unique
to that area, while ensuring compatibility
among existing resource plans. In addition,
issues and concerns outside the specified
region must also be considered and included
in any regional plan. Thus, a regional
planning approach would not preclude or
supersede existing State and County planning
and management processes, but rather, would
be an extended component of these existing
efforts. This approach will provide for greater
public partidpation in a given region although it would not take precedence over
statewide interests nor should it be consid·
ered legally binding.

Pilot Projects. To test the validity of a
regional planning approach, two or more
areas (ideally including the Neighbor Islands) should be identified for "pilot" projects
for the purpose of developing regional ocean
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and coastal resources management plans.
Following their designation, a regional task
force should be created for each project area.
Task force membership should include government agency, community and private industry representation. At the end of a 2 to 5year trial period, the projects would be
evaluated to determine whether this regional
approach is ro continue and expand statewide.
• Improve the lnformativn Base. Ex-

pand and integrate existing marine and
coastal resource and use data bases as a part
of all planning processes. Activities could
include:
a) evaluating current State and County
Geographic Information System (GIS)
development;
b) identifying and ranking sensitive areas· for initial focusi
c) developing and implementing a
workplan for regional GIS development
based on planning needs;
d) adopting procedures for standardizing and continuously updating information that insures there is a thorough search
for available information; and,
e) making the information accessible to
government staff, the public and private
businesses.
• Establish Carrying. Capacities. In-

corporate social and environmental carrying
capacities into current planning methods.
Based on the data collected, such activities
might include:
a) collaborating with County planning
departments, relevant State agencies,
university and private planning organizations to develop a methodology for
determining carrying capacity based on
clear management objectives;
b) assessing impacts of current activities
and setting limits based on the agreed
upon methodology;
c) assessing development and/or activity impacts before they occur,
d) applying chosen methodology to
critical areas such as Hanalei Bay and
Kaneohe Bay; and,
e) evaluating the proposed methodology
through a series of focused workshops
and making appropriate revisions for in-

corporation into a regional planning
system.

a) fanning regional task forces to provide an advisory role in the development
of regional ocean and coastal plans;

• Develop Conflict Resolution Procedures. Augment existing judicial and ad-

b) identifying and evaluating existing and
developing ocean and coastal resource
education and public awareness programs
on ocean resources management, uses
and regulations;

ministrative procedures for resolving user
and regulatory conflicts by developing and
implementing (on a trial basis) alternative
dispute resolution methods. Such methods
could include:
a) establishing facilitated "policy dialogues" on major coastal policy issues
and developing general policies as well
as priorities. The process should involve
appropriate government agency, private
sector, and community representatives;
and,
b) incorporating mediation as a sitespecific or resource use-specific alternative for conflict resolution.
• Etiforce Ocean Use Laws and Regulations. Strengthen the enforcement system

for ocean and coastal management. Actions
might include:

c) establishing a network of public participation programs for coordination and
implementation of public education programs; and,
d) establishing a community relations
program to develop and implement public awareness and participation activities;
• Auticipate Critical Issues. Institute an
anticipatory program designed to identify
emerging issues in ocean resource management. Such an effort should look for both
potential opportunities and potential problems, dev~ing responses to each which allow both for short-term mitigation and longterm solution. Tasks for such a program
could include:

a) providing sufficient resources for
enforcement to increase the probability
of compliance with laws and regulations;

a) improving the monitoring of ocean
resource-use pennits ro track fluctuations
in aaivity sectors;

b) re-evaluating, consolidating and
clarifying ocean use laws and regulations;

b) establishing a scanning program to
monitor relevant literature for emerging
ocean-related social trends and technical
innovations;

c) developing programs to insure that
the rationales for ocean use laws and
regulations are widely disseminated and
well-understood;
d) increasing the penalties for violations
and developing additional deterrents;
e) expanding enforcement functions to
include public education about existing
regulations as an important component
of enforcement;
raising the level of professionalism
among enforcement personnel by increasing educational, training and career
track opportunities; and,
f)

g) educating the judiciary on the importance of ocean use laws and regulations
and the need for stiffer penalties.
• Improve Public Participation. Increase public education, awareness and participation in ocean and coastal resources
management with activities such as:

c) publishing quarterly reports on the
scanning and monitoring programs which
include synthesizing the emerging issues
identified into alternative scenarios for
managemem consideration;
d) organizing a staff working group to
suggest potential responses to opportunities and problems depicted in the alternative ocean use scenarios described in
the quarterly reports;
e) assugng that agencies assess potential cumulative impaCts of new activities
and control their introduction to prevent
over-conunitment of resources;
providing an institutional framework
for policy development to address
emerging management issues, such as
an ocean policy center; and,

f)

g) assuring that local communities and
businesses are involved in the identification of critical ~sues.

In addition to the overall recommendations for a new governance structure
and for a comprehensive management system, a series of policies and
implementing actions for the ten resource sectors are included on the following
pages. As noted previously, these policies and actions were assembled while
developing each ,eC!or paper with input from workshops, public meetings and
interviews with resource experrs. Acronyms used in this section are explained
in Appendix ill.
Recommendations for changes in policies and regulations and for the
development of new initiatives by the State are presented within the following
sector-specific summaries. The Council has not attempted to set priorities
among these recommendations, nor had sufficient time to detennine if they are
mutually exclusive or in conflict with one another. It would become the
responsibility of the new Office of Marine and Coastal Affairs to evaluate and
prioritize the recommendations in conjunction with the designated agencies.
Work plans to implement both the priority and the seC!or-specific recommendations will be required. The designated agencies are expected to take the
initiative in making program adjustments, instituting new programs, and
drafting legislation in order to address the recommendations pertaining to each
agency. These aC!ivities should be coordinated with affected Federal, State and
County agencies. The Office of Marine and Coastal Affairs would coordinate
these efforts and implement any recommendations unrelated to the activities of
the other agencies.
The following is a list of the seC!or-specific subject areas:
• Research and Education

• Ocean Recreation
• Harbors

• Fisheries
• Marine

EcOSJ'Siem Protection

• B<:aches and Coastal Erosion
• Waste Management
• Aquaculture
• Energy

• Marine Minerals
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Ocean research and education will be
major determinams of the long-term success
of the Hawaii Ocean Resources Management Plan. The public has to understand the
need for the Plan and why the policies and
recommendations are proposed in order to
give their support. A marine literate public is
most likely to embrace the guiding principles
of consezvation and integrated management
and collectively act as responsible stewards
of Hawaii's ocean and coasml resources.
Research is essential in order to establish the
accurate information base needed to wisely ·
manage these resources.
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The Hawaiian Islands are an unequalled
natural laboratory for ocean research and
education. There is lack of neither potential
research sites nor educational opportunities,
and Hawaii enjoys one of the strongest institutional infrastructures in the country in
support of these activities. Research and
education take place in virtually every oceanrelated field, including: aquaculture, biology,
energy, engineering, fisheries, geophysics,
law and policy, mining and minerals, oceanography, recrearion, resource economics!
surveying and mapping, transportation and
water quality.
Research and educational use of Hawaii's
ocean and coastal resources are managed by
a wide variety of governmental agencies.
Regulation and enforcement governing the
collection of marine life and access to restricted areas are functions of the Deparunent
of Land and Natural Resources (DL'\IR), the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
the U.S. Navy (USN), and the U.S. Coast
Guard (USCG). Water quality standards with
which research and educational activities
must comply, are established and enforced
by the Department of Health (DOH). Curriculum development and general support
for marine education are provided by the
University of Hawaii (UH) and the Department of Education (DOE). General infrastructure support is provided by the Deparunent of Transportation (DOT) and the
High Technology Development Corporation.
Marketing and promotional support for ocean
research and development (R&D) are functions of the Deparunent of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (DEED)
and its auached agencies. Coordination

among the varied array of programs and
facilities serving marine education would
become the responsibility of the proposed
Hawaii Ocean Center (HOC).
Management issues and needs associated with ocean research and education in
Hawaii fall into eight major categories: I)
funding prioritization and resource allocation
to support research; 2) market diversification
to expand Hawaii's ocean R&D opportunities in the Pacific Basin; 3) conflicts with
other kinds of activities such as fishing and
recreation; 4) definition of marine education
in regard to managing marine proteaed areas;
5) attitudinal behavior and how it affects
responsible stewardship; 6) guidelines for
the care and handling of marine animals and
habitats; 7) water safety and liability relating
to ocean-related student field trips and excursions; and 8) ocean and coastal interpretation to better educate the general public. These issues penain to this sector paper.
Additional · issues related to research and
education are presented in vintually all of the
other sector papers where they can best be
incorporated into resource- or acriviry-specific management strategies.
The following list of policies and actions
do not imply any priority order. The first two
policies relate primarily to research; the remainder relate primarily to education. Research and education~ though often interrelated, are each associated with its own set of
impacts and issues requiring essentially
separate policies and actions.

Objective
Develop a supportive State management
system that encourages and promotes marine education and that fosters the growth,
continued economic viability and effectiveness of ocean research and development in
Hawaii.
Policy A

Strengthen Hawaii's national and international competitiveness in attracting ·funds for
ocean research and education.
Implementing Actions:
DBED should,

1. Continue to implement its marketing
and promotional strategy to increase
Federal spending for ocean research and
development (R&D) in Hawaii.
2. Conduct a market analysis and develop and implement a marketing and
promotional strategy to diversify and
expand Hawaii's ocean R&D opportunities in Pacific Basin countries.
3. Extend the funding source listings in
the Hawati Trade Program to include
regional consulting opportunities in
marine education as well as ocean R&D.
Policy B

Mitigate user conflictS between research and
non-compatible ocean use activities so that
ocean research projects are not jeopardized.

Implementing Actions:

DIJIR should,
I. Amend the ocean leasing law (Chapter 190D, HRS) to make it a more effective mechanism in support of ocean R&D.

2. Establ~h an anificial reef zone for
research and other nonconsumptive uses
at an appropriate site on a "pilot" basis.
After a reasonable time period, assess
the utilization and effectiveness of the
zone to decide on the continuance of
this site designation and possible extension of the zoning concept to other areas
and research uses.
Policy C
Reduce user conflicts among marine~related
groups and prevent overuse of the most
preferred coastal field trip sites.
Implementing Actions:

DLNR, in consultation with DOE and af
fected marine resource centers and programs, should,
1. Designate and manage the most suit~
able coastal field trip sites as Marine Life
Conservation Districts or as other kinds
of management areas to enhance and
provide for their greatest educational
value.

DOE shouldc
2. Make greater programmatic use of
Hawaii's marine resource centers as substitutes for field trip visitation whenever
appropriate.

Wben established,the HOC should,

3. Coordinate regular scheduling for
coastal field trips to reduce congestion
and disperse use.

4. Seek additional access to new field
trip sites from the proper military authorities.
Policy D
Ensure that proper stewardship arritudes are
manifested among educators and other interpreters and students.
Implementing Actions:

UH and DOE together should·
1. Collabotate, dtafi and adopt a formal

position statement that sers guidelines
fot the conduct of responsible research
and education activities including that
marine animals and their habitats are
properly cared for and respected.

2. Directly involve and
coordinate this effort with
Hawaii's marine resource
centers, schools and
other appropriate government agencies and
user groups.

3. Provide teacher
training to develop marine literacy and to foster
positive stewardship for
the marine environment

4. Coordinate partnerships with governmental, community and
business agencies to provide supplemental instruction in stewardship.
DOE should:

5. Provide teacher resource positions in
each school district to ass~t with teacher
training and direct services to students (in
class and in the field environment). [Currently, there is one resource teacher to
help support marine and other aquatic
education for grades K-12 statewide.]
Polley E
Prevent unintended activities from occurring
in Hawaii's marine and coas£al protected areas.
Implementing Actions:

DIJIR should:
I. Clearly defme "marine education" in
whatever formal process ~ adopted to
manage the resources under its jurisdiction so that the intent and meaning of the
term is precise and unequivocaL [See
Policy C, Action 1.]
2 Coordinate the formulation of this
definition with the Counties and Fedetal
government where overlapping jurisdictions and shated boundaries occut.

3. When formulating this defmition, give
credence to the ocean recreation/tour industry as an educational source which
can supplement government resources.
Policy F
Ensure that Hawati's school students are safe
around the water and derive maximum benefit from ocean-related field trips and excursions.
Implementing Actions:

DOE should:
1. Require studenrs to participate in a

water safety/learn-to-swim program. Seek
mandatory funding to support this progtam.
2. Require administrators and teachers

to panicipate in water safety workshops.

3. Complement coastal-site visits with
carefully coordinated excursions to marine resource centets. IThis has the added
benefit of not contributing to overuse of
field-trip sites (see Policy C, Action 2).]
Additional staffmg is needed to provide
specialized instructions to students.
4. Coordinate/collabotate field trip objectives at the school level to avoid duplication in learning experiences.

5. Secure new funding for "in-the-environment" experiences which are more
costly to provide than shore-based excursions.
Policy G
Increase public awareness of Hawaii's scenic natural and culturaVhistoric ocean and
coastal resources through interpretive education.
Implementing Actlons:

DINR should:
1. Develop and implement statewide and
regional ocean and coastal interpretive
plans, including recommended sites, resource information, facilities, staffing,
funding and progtarrunatic needs.

2. Develop multilingual signs (especially
Japanese) to help visitors and Hawaii's
multi-ethnic population to beuer appreciate sites.
3. Work collaboratively and cootdinate
interpretive programs with the Counties
and Federal government to encoutage
opportunities for joint agreements and
shared resources and expertise.
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Hawaii's. ocean and shoreline areas offer
residents and visitors year-round opportunities to engage in a diverse array of recre·
mional activities. Hawaii's coastal areas,
beaches, shorelines and nearshore waters
are considered vital to the State's ocean
recreation and tourism industries. For
Hawaii's residents, going to the shoreline is

a favorite leisure activity. Hawaii has devel·

oped its diverse opportunities for ocean recn~ation into a major industry with annual

revenues approaching $500 million. Hence,
ocean recreation activities are becoming in·
creasingly important to Hawali - both socially and economically. Innovations in designs and materials of recreational mfts and
gear will provide additional opportunities
for expanding the ocean recreation indust!y.
Hawaii's recreational resources are man·
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aged by a complex array of governmental
agencies. Rules and regulations are carried
out by the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), the
Department of Land and Natural Resources
(DLNR), the Department of Transportation
(DOD, the Department of Health (DOH),
and County parks and police departments.
The USCG and DOT's Harbors Division have
joint management responsibilities for water-

related activities, except recreational fiShing
which is managed by DLNR. Shoreline recreational activities are managed federally by
the National Parks Service (NPS) and National Marine Fisheries Service (NMPS), as
well as DLNR, and County parks departments.
Increased ocean and coastal recreational
activities have resulted in a number of issues
and concerns. More recreational opportunities, including parks, facilities and shoreline
access, are required to accommodate Hawaii's
growing tourism industry and resident
population. In addition, water safety and
training programs have not kept pace with
the increasing variety of recreational uses
and equipment. Conflicrs between various
user groups and between corrunercial and
public recreationalists are also common. The
corrunercial use of public beaches and open
shoreline is occurring more frequently and
has resulted, in some instances, in the displacement of residents. In addition, factual
information on the level of use that recreational resources can sustain is lacking. Limits of acceptable change and/or lintits to
commercial use and activities at public
beaches and shorelines need to be deter-

b. Clarify possible liability concerns

nrined quantitatively and established. Finally,
management and enforcement activities

so volunteers can actively participate
in maintenance programs.

among the various government agencies are

often ineffective and lack coordination.

c. Develop a maintenance hotline
for users to report needed repairs.

Objective

d. Develop a community liaison
program that provides volunteer
maintenance groups access to needed
funds or supplies to maintain facili-

Promote the development of safe ocean
recreation opportunities which are socially
and environmentally acceptable and compatible with other ocean and coastal resource uses and available to all residents.

ties.

Maintain existing recreation facilities and
provide needed additional recreation facilities especially in under-developed areas.

4. Identify and prioritize additional sitespecific recreational facilities needed for
coastal and ocean recreation activities
and develop them.

Implementing Actions:

5. Utilize a long-range planning strategy

Policy A

DOT, DLNR, DEED and the Counties
should:

1. Identify and prioritize ocean and
coastal recreational facilities needing
improvements through the State Comprehensive Ocean Recreation Plan
(SCORP) and develop a plan to implement the necessary improvements which
complements but is more detailed than
the State Recreation Functional Plan.
2. Allocate additional funds needed to
maintain current facilities properly.
3. Work with community groups to develop voluntary maintenance assistance
programs to maintain recreational facilities.

a. Set up a cortununity "Adopt-aPark" program.

to:

a. Detennine which underdeveloped
or undeveloped recreation areas
should be set aside now to ensure
their development as recreational sites
in the future as opposed to being
slated for possible resort development.

b. Develop methods to set aside
these areas such as land banking or
private/public land exchange.
6. Encourage alternative development
and funding options to develop needed
recreational facilities.
a. Develop provisions for government incentives to induce private~
sector investment in infrastructure
development of marinas; shore-based,
small boat storage facilities; shoreline
parks and park facilities.

b. Require resort marina developers
to develop public boat launch ramps.
boat storage facilities, parking, ere..
or w develop other prm·isions of
significant public benefit.

c. Upgrade and maintain boat launch
ramps then charge user fees for all
users (commercial and non-commercial) using these facilities.

7. Establish a program to coordinate the
acquisition and/or use of Federal lands,
recreational facilities and v.raters for recreational resource development and
support areas for coastal and ocean recreation activities.

DLNR and the Counties should.·
8. Ensure coordination in implementing
the recommendations developed in

SCORP, the State Recreation Functional
Plan and State or County parks develqr
ment plans.

DOT should:
9. Immediately implement offshore
mooring areas regulations and plans for
establishment of offshore mooring and
day-use mooring sites, as well as onshore support facilities.
a. Develop a one-step permit process at DOT to eliminate jurisdictional overlaps and a complex review
of offshore mooring permits.
b. Encourage commercial participation in the development of day-use
moorings.
Policy B
Maintain and expand access to and along
the shoreline where needed.

Implementing Actions:
DINR and the Counties should:
1. Coordinate implementation of the

Statewide Trail and Access System recommendations with implementation of
recommendations developed in SCORP,
the State Recreation Functional Plan,
County parks development plans and
shoreline access plans.
2. Ensure continued funding of the
Statewide Trail and Access System.
3. Ensure that expanded access does
not adversely impact other ocean and
coastal resources since expanded access
generally means increased use of an area.

4. Maintain currenr access and public
rights-of-way to the shorellne by:

CoUnty lifeguard services at State beach
parks.

a. Opening public access routes cur-

2. Seek to expand current enabling legislation that allows the State to contract
with the Counties for lifeguard services
ro include not only Stare beach parks but
all State beaches.

rently blocked by adjacent property
owners or clogged by weeds.
b. Clearly mark all shoreline access
and public rights-of-way and install
garbage receptacles.
c. Publish guides (brochures, maps)
to shoreline access locations.
d. Develop strict guidelines for private shoreline developers ro ensure
. adequate access by developing a formula that mandates a ~equired number of parking spaces and ancillary
recreational facilities adjacent to access nodes.

5. Formulate a cooperative Federal, State
and County straregy to expand public
access through public and private lands
to recreational areas, or expand the
Statewide Trail and Access System to
include Federal involvement.
6. Develop legislation to resolve liability concerns regarding access to the
shoreline on government lands.
Policy C
Reserve certain areas as traditional wilderness or low impact areas.

Implementing Actions:
DLNR shouldc
Identify and designate wilderness and
protected areas where access should remain limired, and determine acceptable
levels and means of access to wilderness
areas. Acceptable levels of means of
access should include determination of
the amount, if any, of commercial activity that should be allowed and the types
of recreational equipment that may be
utilized, e.g., motorized vs. non-motorized equipment. [See Marine Ecosystem
Protection section.]
Policy D
Develop and support a comprehensive and
coordinated water safety program which
clarifies liability concerns and includes training and education.

Implementing Actions:
DLNR and the Counties shouldc
I. Encourage legislation to resolve the

liability concems of DINR's State Parks
Division and the Counties regarding

3. Continue to identify and prioritize
beaches where lifeguard services are most
needed.

4. Establish minimum lifeguard trJ.ining
standards and provide a central location
for. data on all water-related accidents.
DOH, in cooperation with DOT, DLNR
and the Counties should:
5. Seek the necessary funding to expand the water safety intervention methods program in DOH to include all heavily
impacted beaches statewide.

DLNR, DOT, DOE, DBFJJ and the Counties should:
6. Develop informational and training
programs for rhe general public to educate users on water safety and swimming
skills, resource use restrictions, boating
and water safety regulations, proper and
safe use of equipment, cultural and traditional uses and conflict avoidance. Use
existing Federal, State, County and private-sector programs to coordinate and
enhance water safety training and education. [See Research and Education section.]
7. Establish a task force of Federal, State
and County agencies and the visitor and
ocean recreation industries to develop a
comprehensive, systematic approach to
implementing a successful water safety
information program.
a, Review current liability concerns
expressed by the visitor industry regarding provision of safety information to visitors and the assumption of
liability that incurs.
b. Enact legislation or other means
necessary to resolve these liability
concerns.
c. Develop brochures and other
media techniques, in a variety of languages, to inform visitors of water
safety hazards.
d. Develop a comprehensive signage
program to post needed warning signs
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in hazardous beach and shoreline locations statewide.

DOT, DLNR and the Counties should:

8. Work with community groups to develop a coordinated volunteer search
and rescue program to supplement USCG
and County fire department rescue efforts.
DOE should:

9. Resolve current liability concerns regarding the teaching of swimming and
consider the need to develop mandatory swimming lessons in schools. [See
Ocean Research and Education section.]
DLNR, DBED,. DOT and the Counties
should:

10. Promote development of statewide
volunteer surf/lifesaving clubs patterned
after Australian clubs to work with lifeguards and commercial operators who
provide rescue services.
Policy E

Maintain the environmental and social quality of recreational resources by limiting use.
Implementing Actions:
OSP, DINK, DOT and the Counties
should:
I. Develop a comprehensive inventory
of nearshore and coastal resources and
activities. Use this inventory to detemtine
site-speciflc allocations based· on quantifiable data. Make the inventory available for use by all resource managers
statewide.

2. Develop a comprehensive use-level
management process that requires all
corrunerdal ocean recreation ventures
to obtain permits prior to being allowed
to operate and require agencies to control
the issuance of commercial permits once
limits of use have been detemtined.
3. Determine the appropriate methodology to identify social and environmental carrying capacities for heavily
used areas and potentially iropacted areas
that ensures mortitoring of the impacts
and limits use as needed.
a. Ensure that the methodology established is used by all agencies
tasked with managing the recreational
resource so that clara are consistent.
b. Consider the "Limits to Acceptable

Change Planning System" as one
method of detemtining impacts and
managing resources.

c. Organize a workshop of agency
personnel to train all resource man~
agers in the chosen methodology.

1. Develop clearly defined policies for
the commercial use of open shoreline
and public beach parks in residential
neighborhoods and beach parks or
shoreline areas intensely used by residents.

OSP and DBFJJ should:

d. Assess impacts of current activities
and set limits based on analysis of
data and implementation of the
methodology.

2. Detennine impacts from new hotel
construction and develop plans to
minimize these impacts.

e. Ensure that the methodology can
accurately detennine current impacts
and assess cumulative impacts as
commercial activities grow.

3. Consider limiting the size of future
hotel developments allowed outside
specified resort nodes in order to alleviate
additional impacts.

f. Conduct an environmental as·
sessment or a similar assessment on
proposed new economic acrivitiest in
cooperation with the commercial
enterprise.
4. Explore and develop options for
)imiting access to heavily impacted recreational sires, e.g., permits, entrance fees,
etc. Develop several options for limiting
access by commercial operators instead
of just relying on a bidding process.
OSP, DEED, DLNR, DOT and the Counties should:
;. Work with the ocean recreation and
visitor industries to develop a cooperative planning effort to disperse recreational use. Such an effort should:

a. Identify the needs of residents and
visitors in determining dispersion
panems.
b. Identify and develop alternative
sites that offer similar or comparable
experiences to heavily used areas.
c. Analyze dispersion of use so that
no single area is too heavily affected,
unless it is designated for high· use,
e.g., Waikiki Beach.
d. Establish an effective marketing
strategy to market alternative destinations to disperse use.
Policy F

Detemtine current and anticipated impacts
of ocean recreation activities on residents
and develop plans to assure that both land
and sea activities are compatible with one
another.
Implementing Actions:
OSP, DLNR and the Counties should:

Policy G

Develop methodology to mitigate conllicts
between various ocean recreational activities where the parties to the conllict can be
identifled.
Implementing Actions:
DOT should:
1. Hire or contract the services of me·
diation professionals to provide a process
for conllict resolution or work with the
Judiciary's Center for Alternative Dispute
Resolution.

2. Develop a public information campaign on "rules of the road" and traditional
uses forwateNelated activities to promote
proper use of equipment and understanding of rights-of-way.
3. Work with the ocean recreation industry to inform visitors of use restrictions
and traditional rights-of-way.
4. Encourage the ocean recreation industry to develop methods to address
community concerns.

5. Identify additional areas where conflicts are occurring and develop restrictions to mitigate potentially hazardous
conditions.
PolicyH

Maintain resource quality and expand programs for enforcement of recreational resource use regulations.
Implementing Actions:
DOT, DLNR and DOH should:
1. Seek additional funding to increase
enforcement capabilities of agencies involved in recreational resource management, including manpower, equipment,
training and salaries.

2. Provide cross~rraining to ensure that
each agency can enforce the other's
regulations.
3. ClarifY jurisdictional constraints to effective enforcement.

4. Develop a hotiine for users to report
violations of regulations and ensure timely
response to complaints.

5. Analyze current hiring practices of
enforcement personnel to ensure that
DOT, DOH and DLNR officers are receiving similar training, pay and oppornmities for advancement

6. Educate users on resource restrictions.
DOT should:

7. Implement the Ocean Recreation
Management Rules by installing buoys,
posting signs and educating users about
regulations.
Policy I
Develop a coordinated strategy of resource
management that eliminates current jurisdictional overlaps or gaps.
Implementing Actions:

DLNR and DOT should:
I. Support the transfer of the Boating
Branch from DOT to DLNR.

2. Re-evaluate the transfer of boating
enforcement functions to the Department
of Public Safety in favor of keeping these
enforcement activities with the Boating
Branch and transferring the Branch intact to DLNR.

Colllllle1rlal Harbors
Hawaii is totally dependent on its commercial harbor system for maintaining its
economy and lifestyle. The State's heavy
reliance on imported goods makes it imperative that our harbor system be maintained
and improved. Nearly 98 percent of the
goods imponed into the State enter through
the commercial harbor system and this statistic has not changed significantly over time.
Hawaii is equally accessible to all major
markets in the Pacific Rim and its harbors
are the main distribution points for interisland shipping and commodity export. In

Policy J
Develop agency advocacy for the marketing
and promotional support of desirable ocean
recreation industry sectors.
Implementing Actions:

DEED should:
I. Clarify the state's goals regarding
tourism promotion and the support for
the ocean recreation industry that services the tourist.
2. Develop a central permit process and
work with mher agencies to coordinate
and expedite the commercial permit process ensuring that resource impacts are
considered.

1988, 23.7 million tons of foreign, domestic
and inter-island cargo were handled at
Hawaii's ports. The rate of increase in im·
ported cargo is estimated at two percent to
three percent annually. Ocean transportation and ship repair posted 1986 revenues of
$400 million. Hawaii's commercial harbors
also provide services to cruise ships, foreignflag fishing vessels and local offshore fiShing
vessels. Hawaii has II commercial harbors
operating throughout the islands as well as
two offshore mooring sites for off-loading
oil refmery petroleum products at Barbers
Point
The major issue facing the State is the
long-term capacity of commercial harbor

3. Identify desirable ocean recreation industry sectors.

4. Promote ocean recreation and sports
industries through industry development
and marketing support with emphasis on
providing infrastructure for existing business.
a. Identify sources of funding and
other legal requirements necessary to
start a business.
b. Determine infrastructure needs,
identify available infrastrUcture and
work with agencies to increase infrastructure to meet demands.

facilities. InfrastrUcture at several harbors is
inadequate to handle increasing cargo volumes. Existing facilities are inadequare for
the growing cruise ship industry and local
offshore long-line fishing fleets. In addition,
basic dockside amenities are not available at
Honolulu Harbor for the crews of foreign
tuna long-line vessels re-provisioning in
Hawaii.
Objective
Develop and maintain the State's commercial harbor system in order to meet both
the needs of commercial users, and foreign
and domestic commerce; and ensure that
significant environmental and social impacts
will be mitigated.
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Policy B

Minimize and mitigate
impacts of harbor development and operations on
ecological and cultural
resources.
Implementing Actions:

DOT, DOH and DLNR, in
r;ooperation with, UH,
COE, and the Counties
should:

Policy A

Expand and improve the capacity of the State's
commercial harbor system.
Implementing Actions:

DOT should,
I. Expedite the implementation of the
2010 Master Plan for each commercial
harbor in cooperation with each harbor's
advisol)' committee.
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2. Incorporate mitigation plans for envi-.
ronmental and social impacts into the
master plans for each commercial harbor.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the
Statewide Transportation Planning
Council in providing adequate interagency - in particular, effective County
- participation and recommend any improvements.
4. Expand container facilities at Honolulu Harbor and other commercial barbOlo by rebuilding piers or building new
piers, so they are able to accommodate
·modem cargo-handling facilities.
5. Encourage the private sector to develop basic dockside amenities for the
crews of foreign tuna long-liners during
re-provisioning stop-overs in Honolulu
Harbor.
6. Work with the private sector and labor organizations to develop an expanded
ship repair indusrry in Honolulu Harbor.

DOT, in cooperation with OSP, DEED,
DB&F and the Counties, should:
7. Acquire areas needed for expansion
and development of harbors, and designate other areas for future acquisition~
particularly under-utilized areas.

1. Seek to instate comprehensive and on-going water quality and
marine life monitoring programs for aU
existing and proposed commercial harbors in order to assess the environmental
impact of harbor development and operations.

DOT, in cooperation with DOH, DLNR,
NMFS, and COB, should:
2. Provide funding for research on the

potential environmental impacts of commercial harbor development, including
impacts on marine marrunals and sea
turtles, and the linkage between harbor
construction and ciguatera poisoning in
the area.

DOT should:
3. improve dissemination of research and
monitoring fmdings to the public so that
community members can have a greater
understanding and awareness of the impacts of commercial harbor development
on the marine ecosystem.
Small Boat Harbors

There are 18 small boat harbors and 50
boat launching ramps throughout the State
catering to both the recreational public and
the commercial ocean recreation operators.
Although most of the small boat harbors are
State-owned and operated, Oahu has several small boat harbors operated by private
groups or the milital)'. In addition, private
boat harbors are being proposed as pan of
resort developments on all islands. The unprecedented growth of the commercial ocean
recreation sector has significantly increased
the demand for developing additional small
boat harbor facilities. In total, gross revenues generated by the different sub-sectors
servicing the recreational boaters in 1989 are
estimated at $58 million.
The major management issue facing the

State is the significant lack of supply of small
boat harbors, launching ramps and associated facilities. Existing small boat harbor slips
accommodate oniy a vel)' small percentage
of boat owners wanting slips. Dl)'-stack storage facilities provide a useful alternative to
pennanent slips, but there is oniy one such
facility in the State. Lacking are a coordinated
planning framework for small boat harbor
development and a clear, overall State policy
on marina development. The high cost of
building small boat harbors also contributes
to the shortage. Such inadequacies are increasing competition and conflict berween
commercial and private recreational boaters.
Finally, maintenance of small boat harbor
facilities is inadequate and underfunded.
Although the planning and financing of
construction differ for commercial harbors
and small boat harbors, both are managed
by the Department of Transportation (DOT).
Objective
Develop and maintain the State's small
boat harbor system in order to meet the
needs of recreational and small commercial
vessel users in ways that ensure significant
environmental and social impacts will be
mitigated and local carrying capacities will
not be exceeded.
Policy A

Expand the State's small boat harbor system,
including launching ramps, taking into account analyses of the areas' carrying capacities
and the economic efficiency of proposed
harbors.
Implementing Actions:

DOT should:
I. Request that the Governor revive the
Governor's Advisory Committee on
Harbors and Ramps and charge them
with providing recommendations for a
statewide master plan for small boat
harbors and private marinas. Membership on this committee should be limited
to those with direct interest in the boating industry and community.
2. Based on recommendations of the
Governor's Advisol)' Committee on Harbors and Ramps, prepare a statewide
comprehensive plan for recreational
public boat harbors, and private resortbased marinas. This plan should include:
assessment of the requirements of private
recreational boaters and the commercial

recreation industry~ comparison of benefits between clustering and dispersing
marinas along coastlines; statewide sur·
vey of possible sites on public shorelines
and private property, and identification
of possible locations for harbors of refuge.
3. As part of this planning process, encourage workshops with the local user
communities and studies of the area's en·
vironmental and social characteristics, including cartying capacities of the surrounding areas.

9. Promote the development of more
launching ramps and dry-stack storage
units with public funds and in partnership with private companies.
10. Provide more launching ramps and
parking areas for commercial recreational
boat users within the merropolitan Honolulu area.
11. Work with the private sector to expand facilities for ocean yacht racing.
Policy B
Minimize the conflicts
between harbor development and other
ocean and coastal ac·
tivities.
Implementing Ac·
tion:

DOT shouM

4. For~ulate a comprehensive State
policy regarding development of private
marinas. [OSP is currently developing
such a policy and this should be done in
cooperation with DOT, DEED, Counties
and the Governor's Advismy Comminee
on Harbors and Ramps.]
5. Consider public need through the
allocation of a certain number of slips to
the public, or allow public use of the
launch rnmps and parking within or near
private resort marinas.
6. Consider increasing the maintenance
budget for small boat harbors, and consider fmancing this through an increase
in user fees.
7. Establish an equitable user fee structure for all users of public small boat
facilities. This may include charging fees
to all users, including those using the
launching rnmps. The money from these
users would ·continue to go directly to
small boat harbor improvements.
8. Organize harbor user groups to clean
up harbor facilities on a periodic basis.
This would include boaters and private
operntors of harbor concessions.

Increase the use of ex·
isting harbor advisory
panels and establish
such panels in harbors
where they do not currently exist. (These panels are in addition
to the Governor's Advisory Commiuee on
Harbors and Ramps [see Policy A, Action
1].)

Policy C
Facilitate public-private partnerships and
other alternative means for financing harbor
development.
Implementing Actions:

DOT should:
1. Develop provisions for government
incentives to induce private-sector investment in: marina infrasrructure development; shore--based small boat stornge fa·
cilities; and shoreline parl<s and park facilities.

2. Expedite development of the boat
slips and offshore mooring areas currently
proposed and critically needed.

DOT, in cooperation with OSP, DBED,
and DB&F, should:
3. Formulate strategies to finance facilities that support econorrtically valuable
ocean-related or harbor industries (e.g.,
ship repair and construction, and small
boat industries). Possible funding sources

include the Federal government, the State
General Fund, and the private sector.
Policy D
Minimize and mitigate impacts of harbor
development and operations on ecological
and cultural resources.
Implementing Actions:

DOT, DOH and· DLNR, in cooperation
with UH, COE, the Counties, and private
marina developers, should:
1. Seek to instate comprehensive and ongoing water quality and marine life monitoring programs for all existing and proposed small boat harbors in order to assess the environmental impact of such
harbor development and operations.

DOT, in cooperation with DOH. DLNR,
NMFS, and COE, should:
2. Provide funding for research on the
potential envirorunental impacts of small
boat harbor development, including impacts on marine mammals and sea turtles,
and the linkage between harbor construction and ciguatera poisoning in the
area.

DOT should:
3. Clarify with DOH the specific requirements for constructing marinas in
Class AA waters.
4. Improve dissemination of research
and monitoting fmdings to the public so
that community members can have a
greater uns:lerstanding and awareness of
impacts of small boat harbor development
on the marine ecosystem.
5.. Require tllat all private and public
small boat harbors have facilities for
disposal of sewage and oil, and that
small boat harbors and launching rnmps
have receptacles for solid waste disposal,
including separate receptacles for recyclable materials. Educational materials
should be developed and disseminated.
[See Waste Management section.]
6. Establish a comprehensive education
program to make boaters aware of the
importance of using disposal facilities for
sewage and oil, and of bringing solid
waste · including plastics - back to shore
for proper disposal.
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Hawaii's ocean waters suppon diverse
fisheries, available for subsistence, recreation and commerce. This abundance of
marine life includes reef and nearshore

species; bonom fish; pelagic fJSh including
tuna, sWordfish, mabimahi and ono; spiny
and slipper lobsters; ono shrimp and spotted shrimp; Kana crabs; octopus; opihi; and
pink, gold, black and bamboo coral. There
are tvvo principal fishing regimes in the

State: 1) the inshore and nearshore f~heries
and 2) the offshore fisheries.
Hawaii's inshore and nearshore fisheries resources are very limited compared to

offshore resources. Nevertheless, recreational
shore fishermen made an estimated 1. 4
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million "trips," rougbly double the number
of "trips" made by private boats and charter
vessels. While the total extent of Hawaii's
offshore fJSheries is difficult to assess, annual sustainable yields of fish in Hawaiian
wateiS could be as high as 43 million pounds
per year, a substantial resource for the
State. About 19 million pounds of locally
caught fish were marketed in 1989 with an
estimated value of $44 million. Takes of
certain species have increased explosively.
The total catch of swordfish for the first five
months of 1990 is 50 times as large as the
total catch during 1988. While vividly
demonstrating the economic potential of
Hawaii's fisheries resource, the State must
also evaluate this dramatic increase in tenns
of the sustainment of fJSheries stocks. Stocks
must be managed to enhance use for future
generations.

l

Fisheries within the State waters of the
main Hawaiian Islands are managed by the
State Depanment of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), while Nonhwestem Hawaiian Islands fiSheries are jointly managed
by DLNR and the Federal government
through the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council (WESTFAC) and
the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS).
A number of major problems inhibit
optimal maintenance and development of
Hawati's ocean fJSheries. The State's growing population has increased both fisheries
exploitation and degradstion of the marine
environment,

threatening

resource

sustainment. In addition, conflicts have re-

suited between competing user groups, such
as longline and trolling boats; commercial
fishermen and sport fishermen; and fishermen and other commercial and ocean recre-

ation users. Maintaining konobiki (Hawaiian fJShing) rights requires special anention.
The infrastructure support - both the
physical (e.g., harbors, refueling docks, boat
ramps) and the fiscal strucrure promoting
Hawaii's commercial catch- is insufficient
for fJSheries management and development.
Finally, existing fishing regulations are complex and difficult to implement and enforce
properly.

ment of neaiShore and inshore stocks
building on the Main Hawaiian Islands
Marine Resource Investigation.

a. Accelerate the Main Hawatian Islands Marine Resource Investigation
focusing on clear management objectives.
b. Develop a feasible method for
gathering catch and effort data for
inshore and neaiShore fJSheries.
c. Develop an integrated manage-

ment plan for the management of
inshore and nearshore fisheries.

Objective

2. Work with the NMFS, WESTFAC and

Provide a foundation for developing an
integrated State fJSheries management system that ensures: 1) depleted and overexploited stocks will be restored to sustainable levels; 2) f5heries resources will be
hmvested at their optimum sustainable yield;
and 3) user conflicts will be minimized. [The
most important feature of "optimum sustainable yield" is that it must be set at a level
to prevent overfishing.l

the commercial and recreational fishing

Policy A
Assess the status and population dynamics
of fisheries stocks (on an ongoing basis) and
develop effective management regimes for
inshore, nearShore and offshore resources.

Implementing Actions:
DINR should:
1. Develop a comprehensive plan for
the assessment, monitoring and manage-

communities to adequately monitor the
status of offshore frsheries resources.

a. Establish bener coordination of
State and Federal compilation and
analysis of fisheries statistics.
b. Develop a feasible method for
gathering catch and effort dsta from
recreational ftshennen.

c. Develop a more effective mechanism for gathering commercial catch,
effort and sales statistics.
d. Secure adequate resources to insure compliance with reporting requirements.

3. Establish a mechanism for evaluating
and improving the compilation and
analysis of fJSheries statistics to improve
fisheries management.

Policy B
Assess the social and economic costs and
benefits of a range of commercial and rec~
reational fisheries development options to
support the design of effective management
and development regimes.
Implementing Actions:

DINR should,
1. Commission a study of commercial
and recreation fiSheries options to assess
the social and economic costs and benefits
of a range of development designs.
2. Use the fmdings of the study to make
changes in the management plan and
fisheries regulations based on the plan.
3. Commission updates of the socioeconomic analysis as needed.
Policy C
Coordinate private-sector, State and Federal
flsheries development and management efforts.
Implementing Actions:

DINR, in cooperation with DBED, NMFS
and ~AC, should,
1. Evaluate the role and potential effectiveness of the Hawaii Fisheries Coordinating Council in light of changes in
fisheries management strucrure based on
the Ocean Resources Management Plan.

2. Make such changes in the mandate
of the Coordinating Council as may be
required to fit into the new management
structure and to improve coordination of
Federal, State, County and private-sector
fisheries development and management.
3. In coordination with the State, develop
recommendations for enhancing the role
of WESTPAC in the management of
Hawaii's fisheries.
Policy D

Ensure that native Hawaiian fishermen receive
all the rights to which they are entitled.
Implementing Actions:

DINR should,

ceive preferential rights in the U.S. EEZ
surrounding the State, recommend
changes to existing State and Federal
regulations to afford such rights.
Policy E
Maximize the use of scientific and management resources.
Implementing Actions:

DINR, with assistance from UH and other
research and educational institutions,
should.·
1. Develop (or enhance an existing)
roster of fisheries research and management resources.

2. Establish a research coordinating
committee for DLNR or the participatory
management body described above.
3. Develop a long-range fisheries research plan consistent with the integrated
fisheries management plan and meet the
needs of the fisheries management body
to ensure more effective fisheries management.
4. Develop projects similar to the Main
Hawaiian Islands Marine Resource Investigation to meet ongoing fisheries
management needs.
Policy F

Ensure reasonable access to fisheries resources for subsistence, recreational and
commercial fishermen as we11 as other
recreational users (e.g., divers) and aquarium
fish collectors.
Implementing Actions:

DLNR should:
1. Through a participatory planning effort involving representatives of various
segments of the fishing community and
other marine users, devise management
regimes that provide reasonable access
to fisheries resources.

2. Using such methods, conduct periodic
reviews of fisheries management and
regulatory mechanisms to ensure such
mechanisms continue to meet Hawaii's
fisheries management needs.

1. Evaluate the findings of the WESTPAC
study "Native Hawatian Fishing Rights."

Policy G

2. Review existing Federal and State
regulations that may pertain.

Minimize and resolve user conflicts among
fiShennen and between fishennen and other
ocean resource users.

3. If the above evaluation and review
indicates Hawaiian fishennen should re-

Implementing Actions:

DINR should,
1. Evaluate fisheries conflict resolution
methods employed by other states and
identify methods that might be adapted
for use in Hawaii.
2. Develop a conflict resolution mechan~
ism to resolve user conflicts among fish~
ennen and between fishermen and other
ocean users that enhances communica~
tion.

a. Fonnally establish such a mechanism through legislation or regulation.
b. Develop a screening system for
use of such a mechanism.
c. Limit the time allowed for mediation or negotiation.
d. Ensure that the agreements resulting from negotiations or mediation
are binding.

e. Develop a public awareness
program to encourage the use of such
a mechanism.
3. Review existing fisheries regulations
and set up a system to review proposed
regulations to ensure that user conflicts
are minimized.
4. Evaluate the role and potential impacts
of commercial fishing vessels, and
regulate their influx if necessary.
PolicyH
Support trade and investment promotion,
seafood marketing support, and the promotion of sports fishing and fisheries-related
tourism.
Implementing Actions:

DBED, in cooperation with D!NR, should,
1. Work with the commercial fishing
community and seafood marketers to
review existing trade and investment
promotion activities and identify new
opportunities for trade and invesunent
promotion.

2. Develop a long-range plan for trade
and investment promotion lhat encour~
ages the development of fisheries resources.
3. Enhance existing trade and investment
promotion efforts to encourage and expand commercial development of under-exploited species through commercial fishing, charter boat fishing and
marine tourism.
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Policy I

Restore depleted stocks and enhance existing stocks by developing an effective management regime.
Implementing Actions:

DLNR should:
!. Develop a long-range plan for stock
restoration and enhancement including
consideration of the construction of ar·
tificial reefs and stocking of nearshore
areas with cultured species.

2. Work with segments of the fishing
community to develop a stock restoration
and enhancement program.
3. Reevaluate existing fishing regulations
with the goal of developing an effective
and enforceable managernem system.
4. Develop an acceptable and enforceable system of closures to allow nearshore
fisheries stocks to recover from overexploitation.
5. Develop a public awareness campaign
on fisheries regulations and the management of Hawaii's fisheries.
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6. Develop a program for stock enhancement based on the plan.

1. Review the-comprehensive fisheries
management plan [see Policy A, Action
1} and existing harbor and marina development plans to ensure the needs of
various segments of the fishing community are adequately met while the longrange fisheries development objectives
can be achieved.

Policy J

2. Develop a fisheries infrastructure development and finance plan that incorporates existing plans and integrates the
development of commercial harbors,
marinas, boat ramps, artificial reefs, fish
aggregating devices (FADS) and other
fisheries infrastructure.

Provide appropriate infrastructure for recreational and commercial fisheries development [See Harbors section.)

3. Develop proposals for State, Federal
and private-sector funding to hnplement
the plan.

Implementing Actions:

4. Establish a mechanism for ensuring
coordination of infrastructure management under existing agencies or desig-

7. Develop a public education program
to encourage exploitation of under-utilized species and improved management
of over-exploited species.

DOT, DLNR, and DEED together should:

Hawaii's marine and coastal environments are crucial to the economy and integral to its histOI)' and culture. Historically,
these environments defined corrununities
and provided many of the resources upon
which the traditional economy depended.
More recently, the tourism industry, which
now contributes significantly to the State's
economy, has become dependent upon
quality marine and coastal environments.
The resources contained within these natu-

ral environments are diverse and numerous:
marine life, including marine mammals, sea
turtles, birds and fJShes; endemic and exotic
plant species; critical and productive habitats such as coral reefs, estuaries, wetlands,
offshore islets and rocks, and anchialine
pools; scenic land and seascapes, including
beaches, rugged shorelines and underwater
Java fonmations; and deep seabed minerals.
A range of values - some quantifiable
and others not - can be placed on these
resources. Marine and coastal resources
maintain economic as well as sciemific and

nate a single lead management agency
to assume that function.
Policy K

Evaluate marine safety needs of commercial
and recreational fishermen and facilitate
developing programs to reduce accidents.
Implementing Actions:

DOT and DLNR, in cooperation with the
U.S. Coast Guard, should:
L Develop a voluntal)' marine safety
training program for commercial and
recreational fishermen.
2. Evaluate licensing and other procedures to improve marine safety on

commercial and recreational fishing boats.
3. Develop public awareness programs
to encourage participation in training
programs and proper maintenance of
equipment

educational value. Scientific studies generate hnportant geologic, oceanographic and
ecological data; research and development
projects can translate into technological innovations; and public education programs
cultivate heightened environmental awareness. Resources are also valued for their role
in ancient cultures and, hence, have historic
and cultural worth. Natural resources possess recreational and aesthetic values as well,
and play a crucial role in maintaining the
overall balance of ecological processes.

Hawati's coastal and marine environments
are managed by a number of Federnl, State
and County authorities. Key Federnl agencies include the U.S. Fish and Wddlife Service (FWS), the National Park Service (NFS)
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) tinough National
Esruarine Research Reserve and National
Marine Sancruary Programs. State agencies
include the Hawaii Coastal Zone Management
Program (CZM) in the Office of State Planning (OSP), Deparunent of Land and Natural
Resources (DLNR), and the Deparunent of
Health (DOH). County authority is vested in
the planning depanments (Kauai, Maui and
Hawaii) .and the Deparunent of Land Utilization (DLU) of the City and County of
Honolulu.
The management and protection of significant marine and coastal areas has not
kept pace with the mpid development of
marine and coastal resources. A number of
management issues and sub-issues must be
addressed before the marine and coastal
resources of Hawaii will fully realize their
economic! educational, scientific. recreational.
culturnl and ecological values. Coastal de·
velopments and activities continue to dam·
age and destroy ocean and coastal species
and habitats. Existing ocean and coastal
management plans and activities are inad·
equate and need to be bener integrnted.
Nann-a! resources are severely overused in
some areas with inadequate research. in·
ventory, monitoring and enforcement efforts
by government agencies. Finally, Hawaii
clearly lacks public education and involvement in marine and coastal protection progrnms..
Objective

Provide for protection of marine and
coastal ecosystems. and establish a compreheosive system of marine and coastal protected areas within an integrated progr.un
which protects, preserves and enhances
marine species and areas of exceptional
resource value on each main island. represenring each of the natural ecosystems and
resources found in the marine and coastal
environment of the State.
Policy A
Expand protection of species, naturnl habitats
and other resources of exceptional value,
thereby minimizing environmental degrnda[ion from marine and coastal activities and
uses.

Implementing Actions:

DLNR and OSP should:
I. Prepare a comprehensive and cohesive statewide master plan for marine
and coastal protected areas which can be
incorporated into an overall management
plan in order to balance protection and
use of marine and coastal resources. The
master plan should both expand upon
the existing system and incorpornte new
types of marine protected areas which
will protect such features as unique undeiWater geological formations and archaeological sites, as well as coastal areas from which whale-watching and other
coastal-recreation activities can ocrur. This
planning process should include at least
the following actions:

c. Establish a system of marine and
coastal protected areas throughout the
State to protect the best examples of
these natural ecosystems and resources on each island.
d. Establish site-specific management
plans. within the frnmework of the
statewide master -plan, for each marine and coastal protected area, using
a methodology such as "Limits to
Acceptable Change- to establish appropriate carrying capacities. Include
within these plans descriptions of
allowed commercial and recreational

uses.
e. Uphold the original goal of the
Marine Life Conservation District
(MLCD) program, which is resource

Ill

a. Convene a State policy and management workshop to establish criteria for selecting marine and coastal
protected areas.
b. Identify areas of exceptional resource value which should be considered for protected area status. This
inventory. of unique and representa·
tive examples of natural ecosystems
and resources found in Hawaii's
marine and coastal environments can
be prepared as part of the overnll
coastal resources inventorv within the
State's Geogrnphic Jnfo~tion System (GIS) progrnm. Identify natural
areas in need of restoration. prioritize
these areas. and implement restoration programs.

protection, by establishing use-limitations so that marine -resourCes wilhin
these districts are adequately protected. Those current MLCDs that are
intensely used are more appropriately
managed as undeiWater parks; new
MLCDs should be designated for
protection of marine resources. The
original goals of the Natural Area
Reserve System (NARS) and Fisheries
Management Area (FMA) programs
should also be upheld.
f. Review the exisring State Seabird
Sanctuary system to detennine appropriateness of rules and management policies and feasibility of adding new units to the system to protect
seabird and other wildlife resources.

g. Establish a statewide system of
day-use mooring buoys to protect

reefs from anchor damage. DOT is
presendy working with The Ocean
Recreation Council of Hawaii

(TORCH) and the Mooring Pin Ad·
vismy Conuninee on this proiect. as
required by House Concurrent
Resolution No. 21. 1990. !See Ocean
Recreation section.\

h. IdentiJY species of high commer·
cial and recreational values and
provide these species and their
habitats .with adequate protection to
ensure the continued economic viability of their dependent industries.
i. Continue working with the

aquarium fJSh collecting industry to
develop a management plan which
establishes guidelines and regulations
of collection techniques, frequency
of collection at a given site and limits
to collection of certain species.
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2. Request the Legislature to increase
funding to: DL"ffi State Parks Division in
order to improve the management of
undeiWater parks; and DLNR Division of
Forestry and W~dlife in order to improve
management and enforcement of the State
Seabird Sanctuary system.
3. Work with the Counties planning
commissions, and planning departments
(City Council and DLU for the City and
County of Honolulu), to establish coor·
dinated marine life and water quality
monitoring programs to provide a comprehensive data base regarding the quality
of Hawaii's marine and coastal resources.
As pan of these programs:
a. Require monitoring before, during
and after construction of coastal de·
velopments in order to obtain a better
data base for understanding the nu·
merous and cumulative impacts of
these coastal developments on
fringing reefs. anchialine pools and
other natural resources.

b. Suppon research into the effects
of coastal development on the qual·

iry of nearshore waters and marine
life.
4. Establish an effective response program for handling spills of oil and other
hazardous substances in order to minimize
damage to the marine and coastal envirorunents.ISee Waste Management section.]

5. Coordinate with and encourage
Counties planning depanments (DLU for
the City and County of Honolulu) to:
a. Establish appropriate development
controls for areas inland of marine
and coastal protected areas to prevent
non-point source pollution through
runoff or groundwater contamination.

b. Incorporate habitat protection of
endangered and threatened coastal
and marine flora and fauna into
County planning efforts.
c. Ensure that protection of open
coastal spaces is included in County
plans.
d. Evaluate development along en·
tire river watersheds to ensure that
estuaries will not be receiving large
amounts of cumulative pollutants.
6. Evaluate the feasibility of leasing submerged lands to private, non-govern·
mental organizations (e.g., the Nature
Conservancy) for management as a marine protected area.
Policy B
Facilitate coordinated and comprehensive
inter·agency management where jurisdictional overlaps exist between Federal, State
and County governments in marine and
coastal protected areas.

Implementing Actions:
DLNR and OSP. in conjuncNon IL'th appropriate Federal. State and County
agencies. should,

I. Coordinate with Counties in designat·
ing and managing marine protected areas
adjacent to coastal County parks: coordi·
nate with NPS and PWS in designating
and managing marine protected areas
adjacent to coastal National Parks and
National W~dlife Refuges; and coordinate
with other State agencies in designating
and managing marine protected areas
adjacent to coastal State parks.

2. Facilitate and coordinate Federal, State,
and private-cooperative research and
monitoring efforts at developing baseline
infonnation regarding the locations of
critical habiiats of endangered and threat·
ened species. Encourage the designation
of these critical habitats as protected ar·
eas.

3. Encourage joint efforts of Federal,
State, County, private and community in·
volvement in marine life and water quality
monitoring programs.
4. Organize statewide management
workshops with Federal, State, County
and private managers to address significant management issues and develop
improved management tools such as:
a. A policy for protecting wetlands
from development
b. A strategy for maintaining open
ocean space.
c. Other policies governing the uses
of resources of shared interest.

Policy C
Improve enforcement of regulations protect-

ing marine and coastal protected areas and
species.

Implementing Actions:
DIJIR should:

1. ~ Request the Legislature to increase
funding for enforcement of marine conservation and preservation regulations to

provide more personnel and equipment
for more comprehensive enforcement.

2. Request the Legislature to increase
funding for management and educational
progrnms addressing marine and coastal
protected areas and species; and encournge Federnl and private funding of
such efforts.

3. Establish Memoranda of Understanding lMOUs) between Federnl and State
agencies to enable personnel from these
agencies to enforce both State and Federal
regulations.
4. Coordinate community and privatesector involvement in monitoring and

enforcement of regulations.
5. Budget funds to staff and publicize
the toll-free number available to the public to report sighted violations of regula-

tions. This should be done in cooperation

size the culturnl and historical values of

with the existing NMFS program for reponing violations of regulations concerning marine mammals and sea runles.

Hawaii"s marine and -coastal resources.

Policy D

For example, seek programs which revitalize ancient Hawaiian fiShponds to grow
opae'ula (red shrimp) using traditional
methods as a means of historical preservation. This must include solving siltation
and runoff problems, and could be a prut
of interpretive programs at parks or resons, rnther than as commercial ventures.

Enhance local community awareness, appreciation. and participation in marine
conservation and preservation efforts.

4. Facilitate the process for public comment on the adequacy of Environmental
Assessments and on Negative Declara-

6. ldentiJY remote areas in need of more
frequem pauolling.
7. Review penalties for adequacy and
appropriateness.

Implementing Actions:
DIJIR should:
I. Request the Legislarure to appropriate funds for improving public education
progrnms in schools and elsewhere. to
increase public awareness and appre~
ciation of marine resources and conser-

vation. (See Ocean Research and Education section.]
2. Encourage public participation pro-

grams such as "Coast Watch" or "Adopta- Shoreline" as ways to enhance public
undersranding of marine conservation and

enforcement of rules.
3. Encournge programs which empha-

tions.

5. facilitate the process for public comment on adding to or removing lands
from the Narornl Area Reserve System
6. Change the administrative procedure
to allow for a public comment period for
species recovery plans.
7. Encourage public involvement in the
development of overall and regional
ocean and coastal management plans.
8. Support the development of interpretive centers, especially at protected areas,
to educate the public on the uniqueness
of Hawaii's marine resouroes. (See Research and Education section.]

Hawaii's beaches and shoreline in general are -invaluable resources upon which
much of our Island way of life depends.
Tourism is dependent on the pristine quality
of our ocean and the imagery of beautiful
beaches. Residenrs depend on beaches and
the shoreline for recreation and other uses.
Ecologically, the shoreline areas are important as habitats for animals and plants, some
of which are rare Hawaiian endemic and

indigenous species. Erosion and accretion
are an integrnl pan of beach fonmation.
reflecting the dynantic interaction between
volcanism, winds, waves. precipitation and
stonn events. Human developments along
the coastline interpose suucrures and private property in this dynantic zone to protect life and property from these naturnl
ongoing processes.
Hawaii's beaches and shoreline are managed by a rnnge of Federal. State. and County
authorities. The U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers

(COE) is the major Federnl authority, while
key State agencies include the Office of State
Planning·s (OSP) Hawaii Coastal Zone
Management Program CCZM) and the Depanments of Land and Naturnl Resources
CDLNR). Trnnsportation (DOT), and Health

(DOH). County authority is vested in the
planning departments (Department of Land
Utilization (DLU) of the City and County of
Honolulu).
Management issues fall into the categories of: I) resource sustainment: 2) use con-
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tlicts; 3) ineffeoive management: and 4l
participation and education. The primary
underlying issue dentified ~ the "hardening" of the shoreline due to erosion control
structures and the subsequent loss of lateral
public access to the shoreline. The issue is
commonly portraved as a public vs. private
use conflict since erosion control strucrures
(the wotst being seawalls) are most often
constructed on private property onlv to result in further or accelerated erosion of public beaches.

coastal erosion and cartography.

Management strategies to deal with the
issue of shoreline ·hardening" and lateral access to the shoreline have been ineffectual at
best. Historically, overlapping jurisdictions.
blunted jurisdiction and shoreline boundaries.
and a lack of enforcement have been problems. Regulatory ·grey areas" critical to management include a problematic shoreline
certification process and nearly automatic
"hardship~ variances for construction of erosion control structures within shoreline set·
backs. The lack of public education and
panicipation also are seen as critical manage·
ment issues.

7. carefully examine the application of
the Bruun rule (i.e., that sea-level moves
inland up to one hundred units for every
one unit of rise) to various shoreline
types across the State based on a range
of possible scenarios for sea-level rise.

Objective

II

Develop an integrated State erosion
management system that ensures:!) the preseivation of sandy beaches and public access
to and along the shoreline; and 2) the protection of private and public property from flood
hazards and wave damage.
Polley A
Establish and maintain a comprehensive
coastal shoreline survey, database, and other
research.
Implementing Actions:

OSP, in cooperation with DINR, should:
1. Give high priority to the identification
and char.tctetization of chronic erosion
and inundation areas throughout the State
so that regulatory and struoutal mitigation measures can be implemented as
soon as possible.

2. Establish and maintain a statewide
database for aerial photography and
coastline studies, and classify each area
of the shoreline according to level of
erosion and inundation risks.
3. Set priorities for and monitor basic
research on beach processe& littoral cell
sand production and movement risk
assessments !see Policy Dl, and baseline

4. Obtain standardized and digitized data
from University and other researchers for
inclusion in the statewide ocean and
coastal Geographic Infonnation System
(GIS).
5. Provide for easy access to data and
databases both for resource managers
and the general public.

6. Further identify and inventory offshore
sand resources.

Policy B
Coordinate County, State, and Federal erosion- and beach-management efforts.
Implementing Actions:

OSP should:
I. Work cooperatively with the Counties

and other State agencies in establishing
and implementing a consolidated permit
application, review, and ·approval system
for erosion-connol struoures and setback
developments.
2. Explore regulatory and economic incentives, including strategies being used
in other coastal states such as:

-i. Seek greater funding for petsonneL
site visits, and monitoring of shoreline
alterations. [See Policy 1.1

Policy D
Ensure the continued natural produdion of
sand and assess the potential for using beach
replenishment.
Implementing Actions:

OSP, in cooperation with DINR. DOTand
the Counties, should:
I. Continue scientific research programs
to explore the mechanisms and to assess
the current rates of sand production.

2. Seleo non-rural hazard areas and
chronic eroding and unstable beaches
for sand replenishment pilot projects and
monitor impadS on littoral cell dynamics.

3. Establish projects to stabilize littoral
cell sand balance in hazard, chronic
erosion, and unstable areas by:
a. Removing unsound erosion
strucrures and/or

b. Importing sand of similar types
from offshore sources.

4. Restrict the taking of sand by individuals in sensitive ecological and high
use areas.

5. Prohibit the use of motorized offroad vehicles within the shoreline setback
area.

a. Tax incentives;

Policy E

b. Insurance rntes;

Promote an erosion-connol struoure limitation strategy.

c.

Hazaro ratings.

Policy c

Implementing Actions:

Exercise greater enforcement of laws and
regulations.

OSP, in cooperation with DINR. DOT and
the Counties. should:

Implementing Actions:

1. Identify for management purposes.
distridS designated as hazard. chronic
erosion, unstable beach, accreting beach.
and stable beach areas.

Dil'IR should:
I. Work closely through their represen-

tatives to implement a unifonn permit
system. [See Policy B, Action 1.1
2. Collaborate with and ao on recommendations to limit erosion-control
structures.
3. Increase the level of negative sanctions to be applied against law and
regulation violators (including structure
demolition, fines. and other civil penalties).

2. Establish "Special Improvement Distrios" for the development of unifonn
(standardized and aligned) erosion
structures for hazard, chronic erosion.
and unstable beaches.
3. Establish a cooperative program with
County and Federal authorities to restrict
new physical erosion structures except
in designated hazard areas.

Policy I
Assure adequare funding resources and
pe!lionnel.

Implementing Actions:

OSP. in cooperatton 11ith DLVR and DOT,
should:
I. Seek increased legiSlative funding for

line management functions.
2. Seek funding specifically for shoreline erosion and beach management, especially for enforcement.

4. With County lead agency cooperntion, have all illegal erosion control
strudUres modified to meet requirements
or removed.

5. Develop a management policy regarding offshore structures such as sand
grnbbe" and artificial reefs.

Policy F
Develop an active public participation and
education progrnm to prese!Ve and protect
beaches.

Implementing Actions:

OSP should:
I. Establish an advisory comntinee of

public interest groups. public and private school and university educators, and
nonprofit agencies to help guide the
education prognun.
2. Establish a public education progrnm

on beach and erosion processes and
issues including:
a. Flood and erosion hazard television spots and brochures;
b. District and neighborhood "Adopta-Beach" progrnms and activities.
3. Establish a public participation prognun for input into erosion and beach
progrnrns planning through;
a. Statewide participatory planning
debates on specific issues via newspapers, television. and radio shows;

b. Statewide public long-rnnge planning workshops.

PoHcy G
Expand ·open space and shoreline setbacks.

3. Seek legislation which would establish an account separate from the State
General Fund for fines and penalties
which could then be used by the enforcement agency.

Implementing Actions:

OSP, in cooperation with DLNR and the
Counties. should:
1. Explore and evaluate options for

ex~

panding the shoreline setback in agricultural, rural. and consenration lands for
open space purposes.
2. Explore and evaluate options for establishing an expanded variable setback

based on annual erosion rates, coastal
charncteristics. and potential sea-level rise.

4. Seek continued Federnl funding for
coastline research.
5. Enroll in the FEMA (federnl Emergency Management Agency) Flood Insurance relocation option program aU-

thorized by the Upton-jones amendment
or otherwise develop incentives to relocate structures in1and of chronic erosion
zones.

6. Explore a range of other funding avenues including:

3. Seek legislative funding for strntegic
land acquisitions along the coastline
where world-class resources exist.

a. Beach maintenance taxes;

4. Develop a disaster plan (and necessary legislation) which would call for
acquisition of shoreline properties where
icnprovements are destroyed by hurricane or tsunami.

c. County and State cost-sharing;

5. Work with the Counties to limit
through regulation (or legislation, if necessary) shoreline subdivision activity.

Policy H
Maintain and develop access to beaches and
along the shoreline.

Implementing ActioJJS:

OSP, in cooperation With DLNR, DOT and
the Counties. should:
I. Establish a statewide policy requiring
new erosion-control struaures (where
possible) to provide means of laternl
shoreline access (e.g., steps, walkways).

2. Encourage through beach replenishment, sand production, and structure
abatement, natural means of lateral access to the shoreline.

b. Impact fees;

d. Park user fees.

Policy J
Plan for clicnate change, sea-level rise, and
emerging issues.

Implementing Actions:

OSP should:
I. Identify agency peoonnel to monitor
and track the scientific research on global clicnate change and sea-level rise and
emerging issues.

2. Engage in long{enn planning exercises - with senior plannen;, planning
staff, and scientific experts - which take
into account a rnnge of possible geological
and climatic changes.
3. Involve the public in educational and
participatory planning activities which
explore the consequences of climate
change and sea-level rise.
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To some extent. the ocean has the capacity to store, biodegrade, dilute, or disperse various wastes without adverse impacts
upon coastal communities and ocean resources. Treated municipal sewage effiuem.
oil, plastics. dredge spoils and radioactive
wastes are types of wastes that have heen or

are being disposed of in the ocean surrounding Hawaii. The nearshore waters receive pollutants from point sources. such as

sewage outfalls and non-point sources. such
as soil erosion and urban runoff. As Hawairs
population grows. the amount of waste produced increases. At the same time, the State's
disposal capacity is decreasing - landftlls are
filling up and sewage treaunent plants are
reaching their design capacity limits.
In general. waste management practices
involve disposing wastes in a place that can
benefit or, at the very least, minimize hann
to the environment and to 'human healrh.

Protecting the environmental quality of
Hawaii's nearshore waters is essential to
maintaining the economic healdt of the State
and our standard of living. Tourism, ocean
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recreation, fisheries. aquaculture, ocean
thermal energy conversion and ocean re-

search and development all depend on clear.
pollution-free waters.

public lacks general infonnation and in-

Municipal Sewage Treatment

volvement in issues concerning wa'ite management and i[S impact on the environment

4. Work with the Counties to upgrnde
sewage treaunent facilities and build new
facilities. This may require additional
funding from the Legislature.

Objective
Ensure that the State is capable of effectively regulating waste disposal, and accidental oil and chemical spills, while protecting human health and minimizing environmental degradation.
PoHcy A

The State Depanment of Health (DOH)
has the major responsibility for regulating
the management of wastes and ensuring
water quality is protected for all coastal

Minimize point and non-point source pollution and its accompanying impacts on the
ocean and coastlines by developing appro-

waters. Other State agencies involved in

toring, and research programs.

ocean and coastal waste management activities include the Depanment of Land and
Natural Resources (DLNR) and the Depanment of Transportation (DOn, which have
programs to control plastic debris in the
ocean. Key Federal authorities include the
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), U.S. Anny Corps
of Engineers (COE) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
A number of managemem issues are
currently being debated. Lack of coordina-

tion among Federal, State, and County agencies, insufficient funding, and non-standard
management practices are shared problems

priate regulatory controls. incentives. moni-

Implementing Actions:
DOH shout&
Water Quality
I. Monitor and provide input on pro-

posed changes to Feder.~! statutes and
regulations regarding water quality and
waste disposal.
2. Sponsor regional and State workshops
to review existing DOH and other monitoring progr.~ms in order to establish a
comprehensive water quality and marine
life monitoring program for all coastal

5. Convene a statewide policy and
management workshop on the relative
costs and benefits of primary and secondary sewage treaunent, and alternatives
including leach fields and the use of
sewage sludge as composted fertilizer.
6. Work with Counties to develop alternative funding mechanisms for constructing additional sewage treatment

facilities as building development continues.

7. Increase training and career advancement incentives for treaunent facilities
oper.~tors.

8. Implement the revised Chapter 11-62
Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR) which
describes the boundaries of Critical
Wastewater Discharge Areas on each
island
9. Encourage each County to maintain
adequately trained environmenral engineers to evaluate proposed individual
wastewater treaunent systems.

among a number of waste management

waters.

OSP should:

progrnm.s.ln cases of spills (oil and chemical
spills), the State's legal authority and administrative capability to protect natur.~l resources

3. Fully implement the water quality
monitoring program in the Clean Water
Branch. This would require additional
funding from the Legislature.

10. Work with the Counties to ensure
that sewage treatment facilities have
adequate capacities to handie incoming
Waste volumes in order to prevent dis-

is unclear. In addition. existing wastewater

treaunent facilities are reaching their capacity
limits and are poorly maintained. Finally, the

charges of untreated sewage into

nemshore wate-rs. This will require coor·
dination of planning for housing development with planning for infrnstructure
development.

DOH should:

Individual Wastewater Treatment

Systems
11. Work with the Counties to suppon
the use of non·cesspool alternative
methods of domestic sewage treatment.

This would need to be accomplished
through the implementation of wastewater rules which allow for these types
of systems.

Municipal Solid Waste
12. Establish solid waste management.
standards that Counties would be expected to meet in developing their solid
waste managemem plans. including site

selection and dosing criteria for landfills.

13. Ensure that municipal solid waste incineration . inclUding smokestack emis·

Non-point Source Pollution
19. Improve the effectiveness of the non·
point source pollution control program.
To do this. the Legislature should increase funding to DOH: to prioritize and
address non"point source pollution is"

sues: for State personnel for the program: and for research into the impacts
of various land uses on nearshore habi"

sludge, after proper treatment. as
composted fertilizer.

Municipal Solid Waste
3. Work with the Counties to establish
redemption centers for recyclable materials. including plastic. paper. glass,
aluminum. and used motor oil:

4. Work with the Counties to provide

tats.

incentives for recycling and composting.

Liller Control

5. Coordinate regulatory controls and
incentive programs to discourage illegal
dumping of oil, sewage from vessels,
plastics and other waste into ocean and

20. Establish a program to identifY and
regulate sources of unregulated waste

disposal, including fishing gear. mass
release of helium filled balloons, and
onshore and offshore linering.

coastal waters.

DOT should:

Policy B

6. Provide incentive programs to en·

Promme waste minimization through source
reduction. recycling, and other a!temmive

courage commercial and recreational
vessels to bring plastic wastes and sewage
back to pon for proper disposal.

methods of waste management as pan of
the State's regulatory programs.

7. Require the establishment of facilities

sions and ash disposal- is fully monitored
and monitoring infonnation is readily
available to the public.
Hazardous Waste

14. Establish an effective monitoring program for all hazardous or roxie wa'ltes.
To do this the Legislature should increase
funding and stalfmg for DOH progrnms.
[This would enable DOH to increase its
monitoring of all hazardous waste treat·
menlisrorage;disposal centers and ensure

proper treatment. stornge and disposal
of wastes.!
15. Work with indusuy to develop incentive programs to minimize hazardous

or toxic wastes and to develop spill
prevention, preparedness and response
capabilities.
16. Develop an effective enforcement
program for hazardous waste regulations.
17. In the event of hazardous waste incineration, ensure that plants - including
smokestack emissions and ash disposal are fully monitored and monitoring infonnation is readily available to the public.
Radioactive Wastes

18. Establish a management progrnm for
overseeing lhe colleoion, transportation,

disposal and monitoring of all radioactive
wastes.

Implementing Actions:
DOH should:

Wastewater Treatment
I. Support water reclamation through a
variety of methods, including artificial
marshes, sedges, water hyacinths and
other plants as means of absorbing nutrients contained in primary treatment effluent, in addition to the current practice
of using this effluent in golf course irrigation.

2. Support the utilization of sewage

for sewage and used oil, along with receptacles for solid waste, separated into
plastic, paper, aluminum. and glass, at all
small boat harbors and boat ramps. At
the same time, develop educational
progrnms for boaters about the benefits
of utilizing these facilities. [See Harbors
section.!

DOH should:
Hamnlous Waste

8. Support progrnms to reduce the production of hazardous wastes in the State's

industries. Use waste audits to pinpoint

the sources of hazardous waste in different industries. Offer incentives for industries to rake preventive steps such as
raw material substitution. process redesign. product redesign. in situ recycling,
and enhanced containment during

transfer and processing.
9. Establish a free and convenient col-

lection system for household hazardous
wastes, such as pesticides, paints, and
solvents.
PolkyC

Be prepared to respond effectively to spills
and other discharges involving oil and other
hazardous materials in the State's waters.

Implementing Actions:
DOH should:
I. Increase staffing for the department's
Office of Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response (HEER). This would
require additional funding.

•

2. Arrange for HEER to contract services
for narural resources damage assessment
from spills.
3. Clearly articulate in the rule-making
procedure for the State Emergency Response Law that the depanment has the
authority and responsibility to respond
to spills or releases that may hann narurnl
areas without clear threat to human
health !These rules and responsibilities
for protection of narural resources also
need to be integrated with the existing
authority of DLNR.I
4. Initiate a program to evaluate and
take action on the hazardous waste
problems in all Federal facilities in Hawaii in cooperntion with the COE.
5. Identify those hazardous waste
cleanup sites that should be included in
the State and National Priority List for
Superfund sites.
6. Cooduct an economic impact assessment srudy to determine the impact of
an oil spill in specific areas, such as
Waikiki. This would help the State determine how much money it is willing to
pay for prevention.
7. Conduct a srudy with Federnl. State
and County agencies, and petroleum
shippeiS and refmeiS to approximate the

probahle risks of various <:ategories of oil
spills. Tltis would require cklse and candid cooperation between industry representatives. the USCG and State representatives.

H. Review existing response plans and
approved strategies for oil spill response.
This should include an ongoing elfon to
monitor technical literature for innovations in coping with monitoring, containrnem, recovery and dean-up of oil
spills.

9. Evaluate acrual oil spill response capacity in the Slate or available to the
Slate on short (12 hour) notice. Allocations to upgrnde capacity in either State
or Federal agencies, or in the private
sector must be based on a realistic ap-

praisal of what already exisrs, its suitability
for Hawaii and the probabilities that it
might he needed.
10. Work with Federal agencies to devise
incentives for the oil industry to enhance
the procedural· safety of oil shipmentS,
and to ensure immediate reporting not
nterely of spills, but of high-spill-risk
situations.
I1. Work with the U.S. Coast Guard to
expedite the sampliing process for identifying spill sources.
12. Establish a grievance mechanism to
provide a forum for citizens to seek compensation when they are alTected by spills.
PolleyD

Enhance public awareness and participation with regard to sources and effects of
marine pollution, as well as methods and
programs for waste disposal and cleanup.
Implementing Actions:
DOH$hould:
I. Seek increased funding from the Leg-

islarure for its public education program
to enhance public awareness of wastewater disposal facilities and environmental
programs and the effects of marine
pollution on the environment. Such
programs should also encourage public
participation in clean-up activities.
2. Increase suppon of community programs such as "Adopt-a-Beach" (e.g., trail.
stonn dmin. etc.).
3. Make water quality monitoring infer-

mation. which analyzes trends and iden-

tities problem areas. readily available to
the public in an easily undeiStandable
form.

4. Establish a toll-free number for citizens to report violations of waste disposal
regulations.

5. Incorporate public comment into the
preparation of long-renn toxic waste

clean-up plans.
Policy E

Ensure cooperation among regulatory and
management agencies within the State, and
among Federnl. State, and County agencies.
Implementing Action:
DOH should:

Conduct a comprehensive review of
waste management regulations, procedures, and programs at the County, State,
and Federal levels to identify the gaps
and overlaps as well as opportunities for
improved cooperation and infonnationsharing among the agencies.

Aquaculture is the farming of aquatic
organisms. It is currently one of the fastest
growing industries in Hawaii. In 1989, the
industry generated over $21 million of income. Of that, the 22 Hawaii-based finns
engaged in the industry's technical support
and consulting seaor earned $14 million; the
other 57 million was earned by the 50 finns
currenrly engaged in aaual produaion, employing over 500 people. The culturing of
more than 35 different species, including
freshwater prawns and marine shrimp, is
underway.

Hawaii has an abundance of aquaculture-related resources including a virtually
unlimited supply of pathogen-free seawater,
year-round· temperatures suitable to tropical,
subtropical. and temperate species, and a
land base sufficient to establish a wide variety of aquaculture developments. Furthermore, Hawaii's anci~m culture historically
pursued aquaculture for subsistence; many
of those fiShponds still exis~ and may yet be
reclaimed for use. Finally, fJSh and other
ocean products historically comprise a major pan of the diet for a majority of Hawaii's
diverse ethnic groups.
Several key agencies within the State
direaiy affea aquaculrure development The
Department of Lmd and Narural Resources
(D!NR) is the lead agency responsible for
aquaculrure development DINR also oversees use of conservation distria lands and
allocates gmund water use in some cases.
The Department of Agriculrure (DOA) administers the Aquaculrure Revolving Loan
Fund to help fmance commercial aquaculrure aaivities. DOA also requires permits for
the importation of non-indigenous species
of aquatic animals that might be used in ·
aquarulrure. The Department of Business,
Economic Development and Tourism (DBED)
provides a supportive role in aquaculrure
development through the aaivities of the
Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii. Authority, the Ocean Resources Branch, and
the department's business development and
fmancial assistance progranJS. The Department of Health (DOH) is responsible for
assessing environmental impacts, regulating
effluent discharge permits and exemptions,
and overseeing sanitary produaion proto-

cois for shellfJSh. The Hawaii Coastal Zone
Management Program (CZM), in the Office
of State Plarming (OSP), oversees objeaives
for managing and maintaining the coastal
zone environment which apply to County
and Federal as well as to State agencies. In
addition. Counry planning corrunissions and
land utilization agencies are responsible for
zoning and land use applications.
Land availability is a major issue facing
the aquaculrure industry. More than 635,000
acres have been identified as potentially
suitable. but availability is Jess thao onetenth of one percent of that In addition, the
lack of a State priority among the various
freshwater uses - e.g., residential, recreational, and agricultural aaivities (including
aquaculrure) - has resulted in increased
competition and conflict among these users.
Ancient and modem rights of public access
to ocean and coastal resources, and pmential environmental impacts also pose concerns for further industry development
Overlapping regulatory regimes complicate
and slow aquaculrure development.

Objective
Develop an integrated approach to manage the impacts associated wili an expanded
aquaculrure industry in Hawaii, while maintaining the viability and integrity of the environment.

Policy A
Assess the economic, social, and environ-

mental costs and benefits of expansion in
the various seaors of the aquaculture industry.

Implementing Actions:

DlN/1 should:
I. Identify the positive and negative impacts of expanding the various seaors of
the aquaculture industry.

2. Establish priorities for support of the
various industry seaors.
3. Create a coordinated development
strategy to direa the industry along the
path most beneficial· to the econorrtic,
social, and environmental well-being of
Hawaii.
4. Consider the needs of the aquaculrure industry for fresh water in relation to
compeling water uses.

FolicyB

Mitigate user conflicts between the aquaculture industry, fJShe!lllen, and the public at
large.

Implementing Actions:

DlN/1 should:
1. Investigate alternative means .to resolve disputes between these communities.

2. Investigate the feasibility and desirability of expanding the Ocean Leasing
Law to allow commercial aquaculrure
facilities in nearshore waters.

3. Encourage new aquaculture famJS and
facilities to begin a dialogue with affected community groups early in the
development process.
Policy C
Assess the impacts of aquaculture on the

Hawaiian ecosyStem.

Implementing Actions:

DINR, in cooperation with DOH, should:
I. Investigate the environmental effeas
of aquaculrure effluent discharge now
occurring in Hawaiian waters.

2. Evaluate State regulations governing
discharges and suggest possible changes
to Federal and County regimes.
3. Develop a strategic and coordinated
management plan to prevent adverse environmental impacts from aquaculrure
discharges, suchas the identification and
development of suitable sites around the
State.

II

Hawaii's ocean waters are a major energy

resource. Of the conventional energy sources
- petroleum. natural gas, coal- Hawaii has
absolutely no reserves ro answer its energy
demand. The only indigenous sources of
energy available to the State are solar power;
windpower: geothermal power; biomass; and
the various ··water powers~: hydropower.
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC),
and tidal and wave generators. While the
State suppons many fonns of alternative
energy research and development, it has
undeniably focused on the ocean. During the
1980s, Hawaii became the premier site for
research and implementation on OTEC

electrical generation. In a state where the
greatest energy demand lies in the transportation sector, OTEC's capacity to displace fossil
fuel use will be limited for the next decade.
Nonetheless. the ocean has much to offer the
future in comparatively clean, renewable alternative sources of energy, through OTEC
and through other marine energy technologies.

II

In addition, the conventional energy facilities already in place in the State affect the
ocean directly in a number of ways. Oilburning electrical generation plants are sited
near the ocean and use ocean water for
cooling systems. Hawaii's primary energy
source, crude oil, arrives entirely by tanker.
Statewide use of Hawaii's geothermal energy
resource is possible given development of
advanced transpon systems - either design
and deployment of what will be the world's
deepest underwater power transmission

cable, or design and deployment of hydrogen s10rage and shipping systems. Appropriate ocean management policies and appropriate energy strategies for the State must
recognize the ocean's potential as an energy
resol!!Cf, and also its present relation to
existing energy facilities.

Within the State, responsibility for ocean
energy resources development and management is shared by the Depanment of Business, Economic Development and Tourism
(DBED), the Depanment of Land and Natural
Resources (DLNR), the Department of
Transportation (DOTI and the Depanment
of Health (DOH). The Public Utilities Commission (PUC) establishes rates for electricity
sales. The four County planning depanmenrs
!Depanment of Land Utilization (DLU) for

the City and County of Honolulu! oversee
use and development within their respective
Special Management Areas (SMA), authorized
under the Hawaii Coastal Zone Management
Program <CZM) in the Office of State Planning
(OSP).
The Hawaii Ocean Resources Manage-

ment Program encourages optimal development and use of the srate's ocean energy
resources. The primary ocean energy re-

effective ocean-related energy management

and development. Founh. the current overlapping jurisdictions and authorities complicate both ocean energy development and
response to ocean-energy-related issues. Finally, limited funds. labor, and equipment
constrain effective management and developmem of ocean energy resources. These
issues present the challenge which the following policies attempt to address.

sources to consider currently are OTEC, tidal

Objective

and wave power generation. and marine

Balance optimal. cost-effective development of the State's ocean energy resources,
as well as the State's other energy sources,
with the preservation of Hawaii's coastal
and marine environments.

biomass. Development of ocean energy resources, and of the State's energy sector generally, faces five major issues. First, siting and
use conflicts with regard to energy facilities
arise over the disruption of view planes and
concerns over effluent discharge. Second,

Policy A

possible ocean-energy-related environmental impacts, such as redistribution of ocean
nutrients or thermal pollution require impact
assessment and amelioration strategies. Third,
inadequate coordination of data acquisition,
consolidation, and dissemination hampers

Actively encourage alternative ocean energy
use as well as the development of integrated
energy resources and the use of hydrogen as
a medium of energy transfer, as an alternative to fossil fuel dependence.

Implementing Actions:

DEED shoukic
I. Support establishment of a commer-

cial-scale OTEC plant at the earliest
possible date.
2. Expand funding support to ocean
energy research and development, including but not limited to OTEC, wave

tude of potemial financial loss of both
tangible and intangible resources in those
areas at risk. [See Waste Management
section.!
Policy C

Increase public knowledge regarding ocean
energy teclmologies.

tated negotiation on ocean energy-re-

lated conflicts.
2. As a means to preempt poiflll.ial conflicts, investigate innovative approaches
to facilitate goal-setting within !Iawall's
communities with regard to energy de-

DEED, in cooperation with DOE, should:

velopment and ocean management, such
that agreed-upori goals could be incorporated into an ongoing ocean planning
process.

I. Solicit Federal and private-sector funds

3. Investigate means to compensate

energy resources and the coastal and marine
environments that their development affects.

to expand its educational campaign on
ocean energy resources for use in schools,
including infonnation on relevant oceanrelated State and County progtams.

communities for loss of coasral and ocean
use. due to ocean energy developments,
and to establish rates and kinds of
compensation.

Implementing Actions:

2. Develop informative, multimedia

PolicyH

presentations for public dissemination on
different ocean energy technologies.

Enhance coordination and cooperation
among State, County, and Federal agencies
responsible for pennitting ocean energy
activities, to reduce duplication of effort,
simplify the pennitting process and increase
public involvement in ocean energy man-

energy capture. marine biomass, and the
exploration of ocean energy innovations.

Policy B
Conduct an inventory of Hawaii's ocean

DEED. In cooperation Wllh OSP, shou/&
I. Design a coastal and marine environmental database, in conjunction with other
related agencies. to consolidate government. university, and private research.
which would be updated continuously
and publicly accessible.

2. Update ocean energy resource in-

ventories completed to date, and expand
them where necessary to include data on
wave, tidal, marine biomass, salinity
gtadient, or other prospective energy
resources.

3. Assess the relative degree of iropact
on lhe .marine and coastal environment
of the complete array of potential energy
sources available for State use, in order
to establish a cost/benefits matrix for
public consideration.
4. Identify shore areas most at risk from
potential oil spills, inventory their plant
and animal life, and evaluate the magni-

J.
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Offshore Resources
Mineral deposits- ranging from sand to
manganese crusts, are found in Hawaii's
territorial sea and Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ). Manganese crustS are found offshore
in the EEZ adjacent to Hawati. These hard
mineralresourcesarealsofound nearJohnston
Island. 820 miles west-southwest of Hawati.
Crusts occur on sediment-free areas of the
seabed and on the flanks of islands and
seamounts at depths of 701Ho 2,400 meters.

Implementing Actions:

DEED should:

3. Update financial and invesunent data
on ocean energy technologies developed
elsewhere, as background infonnation
for potential commercial ocean energy
private-public partnerships.

4. Research or model the costs of
electricity production and potential coproducts for aU potential ocean energy
sources.

Policy D

Mediate conflicts of use between ocean
energy programs and other ocean uses, and
compensate communities of interest when

other uses are limited or curtailed by Statemandated ocean energy activities.
Implementing Actions:

DEED should:

agement.

Implementing Actions:

DEED, in cooperation with DLNR and
DOT, should:
I. Develop means to increase the opportunities for public notification and
review of proposed projects, including
instituting a public hearing explaining
the project and inviting commentS at the
time the application for penni! is ftrst
filed.

2. Evaluate the Federal, State, and
County regulatory regimes applicable to
energy activities and suggest approaches
to coordinating the pennitting process.

I. Establish a program offering facili-

The crusts contain varying combinations and
percentages of metals such as iron, manganese. cobalt, copper, nickel and platinum,
with cobalt being the most economically
valuable. Recent studies show crusts canying
up to $350/ton of contained metals in place.
The State is considering marine minerals

development since it offers an opportunity to
diversify Hawati's heavy economic dependence on tourism. Studies estintate that mining
and processing in the State could generate
more than 3,000 new jobs and annual sales of
about $540 million. In addition, marine mining
in Hawati could offer the United States a

domestic source of important strategic materials.
Under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act (OCSLA), the Federal government claims
sole authority over mineral mining activities
on national seabeds outside State waters
within the EEZ. Hawati questions the applicability of the OCSLA to the resources off
Hawati.ln addition, the OCSLA does not meet
the needs of the marine minerals industry,
nor are the U.S. territories, such as Johmton
Island, included under its regulations. The ·
coastal states have limited rights, whh no

•

mining decision-making without compromising other interests of the State of Hawali.
2. Continue to pursue full partnership
with the Federal government by using the
successful implementation of the Federal/
State joint Planning Arrangement as partial justification for joint management of
Hawati's EEZ.

Polley B
Encourage and suppon appropriate research
activities that will help to detennine what
types of maline minerals industry can he
established within Hawati's EEZ without incurring unacceptable environmental or social
costs.

lmplementiing Actions:

provision for revenue shaling or joint management. Hawaii's current role is restricted to

policy issues relating to planning and reviewing offshore minerals activities through a
cooperative agreement with the U.S. Depanment of the Interior (DOl).

Onshore/Nearshore Resources

II

While onshore sand deposits are found
on aU of the major islands except Hawati,
nearshore sand deposits are nor as easily
identified. Studies are underway to locate
such resources. Sand is a valuable resource in
Hawati, for beach replenishment as well as
the construction industry. Sand quality, color
and grade detennine the value and use of
sand resources. Fine-quality sand is used
exclusively· for beach replenishment and is
generally found onshore in relict sand dunes
or offshore in several other types of deposits.
Construction-quality sand is mainly derived
from crushed basak and nthified dunes. If
mined, onshore sources of sand are expected
to be depleted within ten years. Given the
potential adverse impacts on beaches and
coastal habitats, sand mining has been effectively banned onshore and nearshore since
1978.
Sand mining Jies within waters under
State jurisdiction. Both the Depanment of
Land and Natural Resources (D!NR) and the
Departinent of Transponation (DOT) share
authority over submerged land leasing activities. County authorities primarily include
the parks and recreation departments for
beach replenishment and the planning departments (Depanment of Land Utilization
(DLU) for the City & County of Honolulu)

under the Special Management Area (SMA)
and Shoreline Setback provisions of Hawati"s
Coastal Zone Management Program (CZM).
The major issues penaining to borh offshore and nearshore/onshore mineral resources involve jurisdictional an.d environmental concerns. Federal/State relations in
the mining of manganese crusts need to be
clatified, otherwise industry will be reluctant
to develop marine mining within the EEZ
around Hawaii. Funhennore, marine mining

will not be acceptable to Hawati residents
until the potential environmental impacts of
mining - manganese crusts or sand mining
- are fully discussed and addressed.
Objective
Explore the establishment of a maline
minerals industry which is economically
beneficial, environmentally sound, and socially
acceptable to the people of Hawati.

Polley A
Assen the State's interest in a full partnership
with the Federal government in managing
maline minerals activities, including the equitable sharing of any revenues derived from
the mining of manganese crusts.

Implementing Actions:

DBED, in cooperation with OSP, should:
1. Continue to encourage Hawaii's congressional delegation to amend the OCSIA
or create new minerals legislation giving
the State equitable revenue-sharing benefits from EEZ maline mining and leasing
activities. Such legislation should grant
coastal states a meaningful role in offshore

DBED, in cooperation with OSP, D!Nll.
DOH, UH and appropriate Federal agencies, should:
1. Provide for monitoring the environ-

mental effects of offshore maline minerals
development, mining and processing on
maline biota and the ocean/atmospheric
system by conducting srudies of the ocean
environment before, duling and after the
undenaking of these activities through
the Federal/State joint Planning Arrangement. Because of the newness of the
technology and lack of comprehensive
data regarding the environmental effects
of such mining, consideration should he
given to establishing an experimental
industry/Federal/State mine site prior to
embarking on large-scale development
activities. Information gained from the
experimental site should be used in developing a permanent regulatory regime.

DBED should:
2. Coordinate any onshore activities with
DOT and other appropriate State and
County agencies in anticipation of any
infrastructure needs relaring to processing
or transShipment of maline minerals.

DIJIR, in cooperation with UH and DOH,
should:
3. Monitor the environmental effects of
nearshore exploratory and sand recovery
projects on marine biota by conducting
srudies on the ocean environment before,
during and after the undenaking of these
activities.

PolicyC

Policy D

Policy E

Foster public awareness and facilitate informed public input regarding the development of marine minerals mining, processing
and related effo!lS in the State.

Promote appropriate environmentally sound
and socially acceptable private-sector development in the area of marine mining, processing and related efforts in the State.

Establish local expertise in marine mining and
make industry aware of Hawaii as a marine
minerals center.

Implementing Actions:

Implementing Actions:

DBED should:

DBED should:

I. Ensure that the public is informed as

L Consider the use of economic and

to the effo!lS taken by the State to explore
developing an offshore marine minerals
industry and onshore support network

other incentives that would encourage
exploration of an economically viable,
environmentally sound, and socially acceptable marine minerals industry in Ha-

DLNR should:

2. Follow a similar action to keep the
public informed as to the efforts taken to
address the potential development of
nearshore sand recovery.
DBED and DLNR should:

waii.

2. Review the State and Federal regulatory systems as they apply to offshore
minerals mining to detemtine what, if
any, unnecessary impediments exist to
developing a viable industry.

Implementing Actions:

DBED should:
L Identify existing experts and help to
develop new local expertise in offshore
minerals and mining by rumting seminars
on scientific fmdings and technology developments related to marine minecals.

2. Establish Hawati as a center for coordination of marine minerals development
in the Pacific and as a site for resea~eh and

3. · Achieve these goals by providing informational materials and conducting
public workshops.

II
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Background to the Planning Process

A.

Immediate Concerns

The Council began work on the more immediate ocean management problems by
combining issue lists contributed by individual members. In subsequent meetings the Council
refined the master list of issues by referencing real cases. Council staff completed three case
studies of areas in crisis to clarify issues. Two issues emerged as critical: (I) jurisdictional
overlap among State agencies. and among County. State. and Federal activities: and Ill
conflicts between public and private use of ocean resources.
In response. the Council recommended three State actions: 11) tr.lnsfening the Boating
Branch from the Depanmem of Transponarion to the Depanmem of Land and Natural
Resources: (2) encouraging all ocean-related State agencies to establish carrying capacities
and set limits of acceptable change for ocean resources: and (3) developing overall ocean
management strategies allowing for fair and equi[ab!e use of Hawaii"s ocean and coastal
resources.

B. Long-Term Solutions

II

The second. more deliberate Council strategy defmed the steps to developing an Ocean
Resources Management Plan for the State of Hawaii. To establish an oveiView of the State's
c-urrent ocean mariagement structure, the Council requested staff to conduct a suiVey of all
the State's ocean-related programs. Covering fiSCal years 1989, 1990, and 1991. it requested
information on staffing, programs in progress and funding sources. The suiVey also included
reviews of existing State laws and agency rules. authorities and programs penaining to ocean
resources. Combined with Office of State Planning studies on State, Tenitorial Sea and
Exclusive Economic Zone jurisdictions. results of the survey provide a comprehensive view
of Hawaii's currenr ocean resources management and development re~ime._ The results are

published in a Technical Supplement.

Major Oreao and Coastal Responsibilities

ltate forest reserves

URBRH. RURRl. RhRI[UlTURL [OHmURTIOH
DBED: Ocean Resources Mgmt
Ocean lndustrv DvmtiProrno
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
Geothermal Energy Cable Transfer
DLNR: Aquatic Resources Mgmt
Fisheries Management
Marine Life Conservation DistrictS

Ocean/Submerged Lands leasing
His!Oric Sites
Natural Area Reserves
DOH: Water Quality Management

Waste Management

DBED: :\arum! Energy Lab of Hawaii

HI Ocean Science & Tech Park
Ocean Thennal Energy Conv
Geothermal Energy Gable Transfer
DL\ll: Ocean Resources Mgmt

Water Resources .\lgmt
:\arural Area Reserves
Historic Sites
Aquaculrure De\·elopmem
Wildlife Management
Conservation Lands Mgmt
Public lands ~!gmt.
Soil Erosion. Sfdiment Control
Statewide TrniL4.ccess System

DOA: Animal/Plant Species lnspeaions
Pesticides
DOH: Water Quali!y Mgmt
Waste Management
DOT: Harbors
Beach Maintenance
OSP:

Coas~l

Zone Management

Coumies: Planning/ZoningtUrban Design

DOT: Harbor/Moorings
Commerlial Fenies
Boating

OSP: Coastal Zone Management
Exclusive Economic Zone

• "Shoreline~ means the upper reaches of the wash of the waxes. other than storm and seismic waves. at high tide during the season of the year in which the highest \":ash of the waves
occurs. usually evidenced by the edge of vegetation grov.1h or the upper limit of debris left by the wash of the waves<S205A-1l.
'"The several counties through rules adopted pursuant to Ch:tpter 91 or ordinance may expand the shoreline area to indde the area between mean sea level and the shoreline (j205A-45).

Ill

Acronyms and Abbreviations Included in the Hawaii Ocean Resources Management Plan

Federal

CZ"I
Corps of Engineers

COE

(Army)

DOl

U.S. Department of the lntertor

EDA

Economic Development

Administration

EPA

Environmental Prmection

Agency
FEMA
FERC

Federal Emergency Management
Agency
Federal Energy Regulatory
Conunission

Division of Aquatic Resources

'iARS

'iarural Area Reserve System
<DLNRl

NELHA

Narural Energy Laboratory of
Hawaii Authortry (DBEDl

ORB

Ocean Resources Branch
fDBEDl

OSP

Office of State Planning

PUC

Public Utilities Conunission

SCORP

State (of Hawaii) Comprebensive Outdoor Recreation Plan

SG

Sea Grant College Program
(UH)
University of Hawaii

(DLNR)
DB&F

Department of Budget and
Finance

DBED

Department of Business.
Economic Development and
Tourism

DL'iR

Department of Land and Narural
Resources

DOE

Department of Education

DOH

Department of Health

DOT

Department of Transportation

UH

Service

F.\L~

County

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Fishery Management Area
(DLNR)

C&C

City and County

HAR

Hawaii Administrative Rules

DLU

Department of Land Uilization
(City & County of Honolulu)

SMA

Special

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

ITA

International Trade Administra-

NOAA

~Iarine Miner.ds Technology
Center (l1!)

Department of Agriculrure

tion

lfl

MMTC

DOA

FWS

NMFS

DAR

Coastal Zone Management
Program (OSPl

National Marine Fisheries

NPDES

National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System

HCDA

Hawaii Community Development Authority (DEED)

NPS

National Park Service

HEER

Otiher

:>/SF

National Science Foundation

Hazard Evaluation and
Emergency Response Office
(DOH)

OCRM

Office of Coastal Resources
Management

HIG

Hawaii lnstirute of Geophysics
(UH)

EWC/RSI East-West Center/Resource
Systems Instirute

OCSLA

Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act

HI~IB

Hawaii lnstirute of Marine
Biology (UH)

FADs

FISh Aggregating Devices

PURPA

Public Utilities Regulatory
Policies Act

GIS

Geographic lnfonnation System

t;SCG

U.S. Coast Guard

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

USN

U.S. Navy

WESTPAC Western Pacific Regional Fishe"·
Management Council
SBA
CDUA

Conservation District Use

Application lDL'\'Rl

Area

Exclusive Economic Zone

H:\EI

Hawaii Narural Energy lnstirute
lUH)

IUCN

Int'l. Union for Conser\'ation oi
Narure and Narural Resources

HOC

Hawaii Ocean Center

JPA

HRS

Hawaii Revised Statutes

FederaliState Joint Planning
Arrangement

HIDC

High Technology Development
Corporation (DEED>

OTEC

Hllli.

Hawaii Undersea Research
Laboratory (UH)

PICHTR Pacific International Center for
High Technology Research

LCC

Land Use Commission

R&D

~Iarine

TORCH The Ocean Recreation Council
of Hav.~ii

Small Business Adntinistration

State

EEZ

~lanagement

\!LCD

(DLNRl

Life Conservation District

Ocean TI1ennal Energl'
COnversion

Research and Development

Hawaii Ocean Programs - by Agency and Management Acth'hY

CDHSTRUCTIDH

RESOURCE RRER

"""'

. COE: DOT

ll<aution

Harbor Facilities
~ Counly - Parks

. and Recreation
: Facilities. Access
i and Service

'

RESDUR£E
DEUELDPHEHT

RESOURCE
MRHRGEMEHT

PLRHHIHG

: DNLR
j .'IPS
Sore
i Marine Areas
i Adjacent to Coastal i Comprehensive
Outdoor
: National Parks
: Recreation Plans

MRRKETIHGI
PRDMDTIDH

RESERRCHI
EDUCRTIDH
DIJVR
Aquatic Safety
Intervention
ProjeCt-

Hanauma Bay

FIHHHCIHG

I U!CG

i National

I ~~ecreWonal
Boating Safety
: Account

Endangered
Marine Speties

: DJJ/R
! State Parks,
1
Recreation Areas
1 and Adivities. and
! Historic Sites

DINH
Hawaii Stlnewide
· Trail and Access
' System

L'H- Sru Grant

'IFWS
I

NMFS:COE
: Offshote Mooring

! Permit

Federal Aid in

Spoo Fish
; Restoration

i Account

'

Species Pro1.eaion

1

~DLNR

Prolected and

REGULRTDRY

:USCG: DOT
Recreational and
. Boating Vessels

II Cenler for Disease

1
: OOT

'I Conrrvl

i Boating Rules

· Project • Hanauma

I Shorewaters

Honolulu Aqualic
Safety InterventiOn

1

Shore and

i'"""'

"""""

CO£

DOT

Commercial
Harbors

Statewide

Consll\ICtionand

,\[aintenance

i

Transponation

· Plan for Harber
: Development

DOT

l rsCG

Harbor facilities

: National
Boating Vessels
; Reaeational Boating ;

- Safety .-\ccoum

iFWJ
, fedeml Aid in
Sport Fish

,

Recreational and

Hawaii Ocean Programs -by Agency and Management Activity (continued)

RESOUR[E RR£R COHSTRUCTIOH

RESOURCE
DEUELOPMEHT

RESOURCE
MAHAGEMEHT

PLAHHIHG

MARK£TIHGI
PROMOTIOH

RESEARCH/
EDUCRTIOH

"""""'

(conL)

FIHAHCIHG

REGULATORY

DOT

DOT

Commercial

Commercial and
Small Boat

Harbors Special
Fund tuser fees)

Small Boar
Harbors and

Harbors.

. L1unching Ramps
Rules

launching Ramps
S~cial

Fund (user

fees1

fisheries

DOT
Harbor Dvmt

PACJFfC
FISHERiES Dl:\·11
. FOUNDA170!'1'

' Saltonstall·
: Kennedy- Pgm
DLNR

Fish Aggregation
Devices
Deepwater Habitat
Enhancement
Artificial Habitat
for Bottom/ish

.\'.\!FS
lt'ES1PAC
Fisbe!V ~1gmt
Plans

DL\R
fish Toxici!y TCSI5

DBI!D

ITA: NMfS

P.-tCIFIC

Fisheries

Fisheries Expon

FISHERIES mlfT

lnvestmem

:.lkt lnformatJon

Promotion
Se-o~food

Prom01ions

.VMFS: DLNR
catch Statistics

DlNR
Automated

Fisher]o·
:-.lanagement

Information

Fisheries

· Main Hawaiian
Island Resources
Investigation

' Artificial Reef

FODDA110N

5alronsrallKennedy Pgm
NS

.\JIJFS; USCG
FWS: DOT
· Enfon:ement

. Conunercial

Mahi Culture

:\reas

r;sCG:DOT
Safety

~arine

Fisheries Research I DlNR
and Dvmt Act
t fiShing Regulations
Federal Aid in
Spon Fish
Restoration Act

DBED

' Special Marine

Fil.hing Boat Loan

, Animal/Product

?rograms
UH-HIMB

Pelagic & Reef

i' Fishing Licenses &
; Pemrits

; POMeSSion and

; Sale ticense
!specific species/

Fish Behavior

. Scientific
: Collecting Permit

DLNR

.\:UFS: FffS

Refu~

St'ahird&
Waterbird Sun·ers

Endangered
Species Protectton

OCR.If

t1i: FWS

Xational Estuarine
Rese:~rch Reserve

Cooperntive
Fisheries Rese~rch
Vnit

L'SCG: DOT: DOH
Oil & Chemical

fll:S
:\~tionai

Wildlife

,\PS
Marine Areas
Adjacent to
Coastal Xational
Parks

COE: EPA: FWS
Anchiaiine Pools
DL\'R
~tarine Life
Consen1ltion
DistrictS

Spill Response

DOH
\t'ater Qualicy

&11-HIMB
Marine Life & Reef

Research

MonitOring

DlNR
Conservation
. District Use
Appllcalion
~lonitoring

&

Enforcement
DOT
Boating Rules

Orean Recreation
Fishe~·
~13nagemem

'"''
:-:~rurnl

Area
ReserYeS

Seabird
Sanctuaries

Mgmt

Areas

County·
, Planning Depts
Special Mgmt Area

Permit
Shoreline Setback
Variance

RESOURCE RRER

COHSTRUrnOH

"""""""'

COE
Ermion-<:omrol

Coastal Erosion

Suuaures

RESOUR[E
DEUELOPMEHT

RESOURCE
MRHRGEMEHT
~ F£\.fA
; :-iational Flood
: lnstnance
Program

DOT
i Beach
Maimenance

PLRHHIHG

MRRKETIHGI
PROMOTIOH

RESERR[H/
EDUCRTIOH

FIHRH[IHG

REGULllTORY

DOT

IU/f

COE

Beach
:O.Iaimenam:e

; Ocean
Engineering and
! Geophysics &
! Geology
, Departments

Permit for
Activities in

Programs

Coasml Protection

~avigab!e

WaterS

Offshore Mooring
Permit

OSP

Programs

DL..VR

Coas1al Prmeaion

Consetv.uion DislriaL:seApplicaOoo

DOT
Shore and Shore·
water5 Pennit

i

DOH

i WatcT Qualil}'
\ Monitoring
COUI'IIY'·

i Planning Depll.
'"""' Mgmt

Use Penni!

A=

ShoKJine
Setback Variance

w...,

t:SCG: DOH

Management

Hazard

E~-aluation

and EmeJRency

Response

Petroleum
Industry ResponM!
Orgamzalion
Oil Spill
.\lanagemem

· DUiR: OOT: SG:

! Sell Ufe Park

: Marine Plastics
· Disposal

Regulations

t"SCG
Oii/Haz:mlous
!daterial Response

EP.<
Oil, Hazardous

"'

Oil Spill Research

~laterial

Response Hnland)

COE
Count~·

\f'astewater

Pemtil h Activities
in Naligah!e Waters

Advisory
Committees
Select Critical
Wastewater
Disposal Areas

\l'ater Quality
:.tonitoring

DOH

~POES

WasteWater Treatment S}'SielllS Rules

Hazardous U'aste
Permit
~onpoint

Source
Pollution Program

DOT
Pollustion Control
Rules
Counties·
PUblic Wbrks
Manage Wastew.~ter

Treatment Plants

Hawaii Ocean ProgranlS -by Agency and Management Activity (continued)

RESOUREE RRER

EOHSTRUETIOH

RESOUREE
DEUELOPHEHT

D/JIR

D/JIR
Aquaculture

Aquaculture
Development
Program

RESOUREE
MRHRGEHEHT

PLRHHIHG

Developmem

D/JIR
Aquaculrure
Development

Program

Program

DIRK-DAR

HRRKETIHGI
PROHOTIOH

RESERREH
EllUERTIOH

FIHRHEIHG

USDA

L'SDA
Agricultural
library Svc

CSD.4
...gricul!ural
~larketing

f"WS: NMFS:

Farmers Home

EDA: U11-HL\1B
Various Research
and Dvmt

.-l.dmmistration
Loans

Agriculture
~arkeling Svc

.VEUIA

Aqu:a.cullllre
Research and
Production

COE
Permit for
Activities in

Navigable Waters
State Coop
E,,tension Ofa;

Research and
Developmem
Activities

Svc

REGULRTORY

D/JIR

Aquacuhure
DevelOpment

Programs

Program

Centrr for Applied
Aquaculture

Federal Crop

lnsuronce
XSF: SBA
Gram Funding

Advis"ory c.:ouncil
Promme
Communication
Between Stne
Agencies and
Private Orgs

DOH
Water Quality
Monitoring

National Pollutant

Hawaii

Aquaculture

DOl

Endangered
Species Protection

DO;
Aquaculture
Re\·o[,·ing Loan
Fund

Discharge

Elimination
System
Shellfish
Regulation and
Inspection

USDA
Agricultural
Library Svc

D/JIR
Groundwater
Allocation

NEIJIA
Aquaculture
Research and
Production

Conservation
District Use
Application
Stre:im Di\·ersion

DIPR
Anuenue Fisberit'5
Research Cmr.
Baitfish Research

DL"iR-tiDP
Research and
Development
Activities

Historic Site
Protection
DOA
:-len-Indigenous
Species
lmJXlnation

UH-HJMB

DOT
Shore and
Shorewaters
Permit

.\faric.ulturr
Research m1d
Training Cmr

County·
Pltmnlng Depls

ReseaTth and
Training Faciliry

Special Mgmt
Area Use Permit

.Waui COII/U_l'
Baitfish Facilitr

Shoreline
Setbacks

Molokai
Mariculrure. Inc.

CountyPublic Wo'*s

/JH-SG

Grading Permit
Ohia
Shrimp Farm

C&c Honolulu

1 Well Pennit

RESOURCE RRER
En"8)'

COHSTRUCT!OH
/lTDC
Commercial High
Tech Projects and
Industrial Parks

RESOUR[E
OEUELOPMEHT
DBED

Energy Resources
:Coordinator

RESOUR[E
MRHRGEMEHT

PLRHHIKG
DBF1J
· Energy Resource5

Coon!inator

HRRKETIKGI
PROMOTIOH

RESERR[H
EOU[RTIOH
HNE/
Altemative Energy

'Sources

FIHRH[IHG
PL96-310

icoE

OTEC Research,
Ovmt and

!renrut for

Demonstr.ltion Aa

Hawaii ~p
:Water D.b!e
Projett

OTEC Research

'"""""

~ Development

iPURPA;FERC
Markets and

1Price

IPrice Levels

Development

i
IDOJ
!OC:SLA Pemrit

IDI-HIG
Geothennal

I

High Te,hnology

experiments

Counties
'Alternative Energy

IActivities in

INavigable Waters

NELHA

.P!Cifl'R

NF.l.HA
OTEC

REGULRTURY

'Progrnm

'
IDINR

IConservation
IDistrict Use
IApplication
Marine Life
Consemtion

District

,,... """
Public Imtds

DLNR;IXJT

"""'""'

Submerged Lands
Leasing

DOT
Shore and

Shorewaters
Pennit

DOH
WaterQw.llty
Monitoring

PUC
Commercial

Production and
Sale of Electricity
CounlyPianning Dep1s

Special
Management Area
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RESOURCE HREH [OHSTRUDIOH

RESOUR[E
OEUELOPHEHT

RESOUR[E
MHHRGEMEHT

PLRHHIHG
UO/

,\linerab Policy

MRRKETIHGI
PROMOTIOH

RESERR[HI
EOU[RTIOH
DOVVH
:vlarine Minerals

and Program

TechnolO)Iy

Dvmt

Center !MMTCl.
Ocean Basins

DBED
Joint F~derai,State
_\.!anganese Crust
Task Force

Ft'l..!erai!St:lte Joint
Planning

REGULRTORY
DO/

_1.\lneral Minin!!
Activities on tile
Outer Cominem..a;
Shelf

Di~ision and

Cemer ior Oce-Jo

Re50urces
Tcchnolof:y
L'H-look

l.iiborotory

Anangemem
[,1f- HIG. HURL
SG: EWORS/:
DBED
Various Research

II

FIHRH[JHG

COE
Harlxlr

Acti\·iu~

Governance Options Evaluation Criteria
Governance Options Evaluation Criteria
A. PoUcy Integration-Insuring that State policy reganling
management of ocean and coastal resources is consistent
among the various programs and agencies. avoids functional
duplication and programmatic gaps among agencies. and
provides unified funding priorities.
B. Operational Coordination-Insuring that governmental management activities are coordinated. have the capadty
for broad oversight in control of resource allocation. budget
and clearinghouse functions, and are able to balance multiple
competing interests.

C. Leadership-Insuring that State ocean governance has
visibility. presence, solid authority and singular accountability,
the capacity to analyze opportunities and effectively mobilize

resources to realize them, resolve conflicts. and anticipate

management issues and respond flexibly and appropriately.
D. Feasibility-Insuring that governance is practical and
achievable, including political realities. likelihood of obtaining
sufficient funding and expertise to implement, and the impact
on current structures and programs.
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